Dear

alumni and friends

This issue of the Impulse will show you ome of the people,
projects, and expectation of the faculty and tudent that
when combined, provide the quality education we are proud
of in our College. As you will see, quality education is a
proce

that not only involves faculty and students, bur you

as alumni and future employers of our rud nt . Also, as in
previou is ues, we will introduce you ro uccessful alumni
who are appreciative of the quality
at

ducation they received

DU.

Quality in

ducarion does involve the participation of

tudents, faculty, and our con tituents who can be the
student, parents, and the employer of our graduate . The
many unique feature of our dedicated faculty, theUniver ity atmosphere, student
management and communication opportunitie , and do e interaction with industry
are factors we feel are increa ingly impo1tant. Our student appreciate
knowledgeable faculty who are also easy to approach and ready to help at any
time. The tudent-managed functions in the College such as, the annual Phonathon,
our Engineering Expo, the

tudent De ign Conference, and the Engin ering Career

Day are all opportunities for leader to grow. Cooperative education opportunities
and industry pre entation in the cla

room have become more important for our

students to gain experience and ro bring practical di cussion to the cla

room.

As we continually as ess and improve our programs we do appr ciare your support
and uggesrions. I encourage you to provide u with your idea and comments
whether by direct contact with our faculty or through the Phonathon caller when
you are contacted.

Duane ander, PE., Ph.D.
Dean of Engineering

Drawing on
experience-Mathi,
a mechanical
engineering major,
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expresses SDSU
life through
cartooning
Pages 10-11

Impulse
Sarah Ruesch, electrical
engineering major, immersed
herself in circuit design tasks as
a part of the College of
Engineering's cooperative
education program
Page 5
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f Amy Fowler were a student at a large university, chances

student I currently employ is an undergraduate. They are critically

are she would graduate and head into her electrical

impo1tant to what we do."

engineering career with little or no research training.
As it is, Fowler is conducting research using
microsensors to detect endotoxin levels in the air. Upon her

Swdents need not be laborato1y experts before taking part in
research projects, according to Helder. All levels of experience are
welcome. "Many projects require students with differing levels of

graduation, she will set foot into the work force with two years of

capability," Helder said, "from graduate students with statistics,

research experience on her side.

signal and image processing backgrounds, to undergraduates witl1

Such is the story of many students in the College of
Engineering, thanks to faculty who are active in the laboratory as
well as the classroom. The opportunities for students to assist in
research projects are abundant in many departments.
David Galipeau, associate professor in the Department of
Electrical Engineering, and Fowler's research advisor, is currently
involved in larger research projects involving such things as

basic computer kills. They are all ve1y valuable in labs."
Students' expertise builds as their project progresses,
according to Lewis Brown, associate professor and head of the
Department of Electrical Engineering, whose research in electrical
materials and sensors focuses on high frequency acoustic
applications such as medical ultrasound.
"When students complete an assistantship, t11ey are different

biosensors and ammonia sensors. He employs six to eight
students each year. The lack of a doctoral program, Galipeau says,

people," he said. "They are highly polished in design capabilities

offers undergraduate and graduate students ample oppo1tunity to

and scientists while they are here."

assist with research.

and technical experience. They do top notch work as engineers
Suzette Burckhard, assistant professor in tl1e Department of

Dennis Helder, director of Engineering Research, and

Civil and Environmental Engineering, takes special steps to ensure

associate professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering,

that her student researchers can function in tl1at scientific capacity.
"I have three projects that involve students. One is associated

focuses much of his research on removing radiometric errors from
satellite and aerial imagery. He, like Galipeau, relies heavily on
the assistance of students.
" Research is typically done by students. They do the nuts and
bolts of it, which frees me up for analysis," he said, "and eve1y
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witl1 the effect of vegetation on the movement and degradation of
contaminants. The second is a characterization of heavy metal
contaminated soil, and the third uses remote sensing in
remediation work," she said. "All of these projects are interrelated,

but the students work on differenr pieces. When they collaborate,

Brown agrees, and adds that bringing research into the

they can see how their pieces fit together. It helps them realize

classroom is an important responsibility of facu lty re. earchers,

that their numbers and results have physical significance."

and something for which students are grateful.

rot only do student researchers witness the interconnection

"I bring my research into class as much as possible, because

and importance of their methods, procedures and results, they

I think there is an obligation to integrate research and cholarly

often have the opportunity to present their findings to audiences

work that way," he said. "Students appreciate it, and it gives you

around the world, and publish them in scholarly journals. "T think

a lot of credibility if you can share examples you have

we have more scientific publications with undergraduate authors

encountered, versus teaching straight from the text."

and coauthors than any other school in the world," said Brown. " I
haven't seen that a t any other institution."

Burckhard says that she finds it important to help students
discover how the class and the research work together, to affect

Additionally, many of those student who contribute to
publications are rewarded for their hard work. Galipeau and his
group of graduate and undergraduate coauthors, earned " Be t

many different parts of their lives.
"I bring into class the general things Lhat students know
before they get here, and show them how those things apply to

Paper of Session" honors at the 1995 International Symposium of

the research," she said. "The research can then show the students

Microelectronics, and the Distinguished Paper Award at the 1 994

what impact the course has on many aspects of life."

International Meeting on Chemical

ensors in Rome.

Recruiting researchers

Students as colleagues

The College strives to hire faculty members who teach as

Though student researchers initially may lack laboratory
experience and a full under randing of the project with which
they are assisting, faculty members find great enjoyment in
working with them, and watching their skills develop.
"The students are usually enthusiastic and want to learn,"
Galipeau said, "and they are highly-motivated, which makes
them fun to work with. I enjoy seeing their knowledge and
competency levels increase. That, after all, is what we're here
for fundamentally. '

well as research. According to Dennis Helder, profe or who
re!;earch often become better teachers I ecau

e

of it.

"We recruit faculty to reach and research. They need creative
outlets in addition to the classroom," he said. "It keeps faculty
enthusiastic and prevents them from stagnating. It also helps keep
students current."
Galipeau agrees. The enthusiasm he feels toward his
research, he says, carries through to his cla sroom.
" Research gives me a lot of satisfaction," he said. "Seeing
work through to completion is exciting, and it excites me to
express that to my students in class."

Research and the future
When student researchers cross the stage during graduation,
they usually find a smooth road leading to their future. Their
experiences in the lab, Galipeau says, prepare them for

For Brown, who entered Lhe world of college teaching after
years as a research scienti t, leaving behind the research side of
his life would have been unacceptable.
"I wouldn't be here if I couldn't teach and research," he said.

employment and furth r study.
"Students leave with a greater breadth of knowledge and
technical experience, which is impressive to companies, and
attractive to graduate schools," Galipeau said. " DSU offers more
hands-on experience than Stanford or MIT. Those institutions

"I love reaching but my number one goal when I came here was
to build an infrastructure to continue my research. Jr is exciting to
be the first discoverer of something."
Od1er faculty members, like Andrawis, find that their
research, while assisting students' understanding, also ensures that

don't let students touch certain types of equipment that we have.
So their students leave school with less hands-on practical

they, as teachers, continue learning.

experience that employers are interested in . "

research part is nice, because I can apply the theo1y I'm teaching

Madeleine Andrawis, associate professor i n t h e Department
of Electrical Engineering, who conducts research and reaches
courses in the area of electromagnetics, feels that research
experience goes beyond indicating a person's laboratory abilities.
That background, she says, indicates that a future employee can
handle responsibility.
" Research experience makes students more marketable
because it shows employers that they were trusted with important
work," she said. "It is a good quality."

in class. And as long as I'm teaching, I'm learning more about the
basics of my research."

Other benefits
While proving to be an effective part of both reaching and
faculty retention, research plays another impo1tant role for the
College of Engineering-community outreach.
"The research component keeps bright, motivated faculty at
SDSU, it flows into the classroom, and eventually flows into

Research in the classroom
Effects of research reach far beyond the laboratory.

"Teaching and researching are important," she said. "The

nonacademic circles to affect the community," Helder said.
tudents

in engineering classe benefit from the efforts of their researching
instructors as well. "What I teach is very theoretical and abstract,

"The research we do here can benefit many outh Dakota
industries. Our work is a critically important activity ro the well
being of the state."

and students don't immediately see how they can use it,"
Andrawis said. "Once I tie it to my research, they finally
understand, and work harder and better."
3

o En ineerin ' Industrial Assessment Program
not r se rch 5ased, offers students some
imp>or ar t h a n -on
"Our pr gm l is ore outreach than re earch, but it is
more application oriented than some research might be," said
Kurt Bas ett, IAP coordinator, and associate professor in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering. "It is the type of d1ing
tudents might actuaily end up being involved wim someday."
DSU's IAP, one of twenty-nine od1ers around the
country, began in 1992. Funded by the Department of Energy,
me program originally focused solely on improving me energy
efficiency of manufacturing and processing facilities. Today the
program provides energy, waste, and productivity assessments,
at no charge, to small and mid-sized manufacturers. Since its
inception, SDSU's IAP has as essed me operations of more
man 125 plants in a 150-mile radius of Brookings.
According to Bassett, who employs an average of six
students in d1e program each year, the experience provides
tudents wim valuable career skills.
" tudents visit mese facilities wid1 us to take
measurements, and they prepare documentation to show cost
savings," he said. "Not only do they get to use instruments,
they get to talk wim people, from plant personnel to vendors,
which is a good opportunity to develop communication skills."
The students' work in tho e plants, Bassett ays, is both
appreciated and respected by plant owners and managers.
"A few times each year me Science Center located in
P hiladelphia, which is the program manager for the IAP,
interviews me companies we have served," said Bassett.
"They always mention how impressed they are wim our
students' professionalism. The companies mention mat
wimout being asked."
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According
to Bassett, that
professionali
and experience
pay off for IAP
workers. After
surveying his
former
employees, he
was plea ed to
discover that m
affiliation assisted many
of them in securing professional employment.
"Eighty-five percent of those surveyed said the
prin1ary reason they were offered d1e job they are in, is
because of d1eir experience in this program," he said. "Mo t
are working in manufacturing and utility companies, or as
consulting engineers."
The benefits of me lAP reach into Bassett's classroom,
too, ensuring that students who aren't directly involved in me
program can learn from it.
"Each time we go into a company, we learn someming
new," he said. "So it is easy to bring back tho e experiences
and applications and share them with our classes."
While the program is an important outreach activity for
d1e College of Engineering, Bassett stresses d1at its greatest
value comes from what it bring to SDSU students.
"The biggest benefit of this program is me educational
opportunities for students," he said. "It helps them figure out
where mey're going, and they can hit the ground running
when mey start working."
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s a hardware intern last summer,

A

Sarah Ruesch not only applied her
classroom learning while

discovering more about the engineering
industry, he ensured her place in the job
market as well.
For three months, Rue ch, a senior

" tudents return from tho e experi

end of the freshman year, for basic wiring
and assembly duties," Brown aid. "As

Rue ch's experience at Cray Research
was no exception. Working with new
equipment and expanding her classroom

design tasks such as simulation and

I liked that all of the technology was
cutting-edge. In chool we do circuit
design ta k in an ideal world. But l found
that in industry, things move so much
fa ter. It was amazing, and it challenged
me to keep up with the technology,"
Rue ch aid. "I al o learned indu try
applications that I will be able to u e in
other jobs."
Oppommities like Ruesch's are more
plentiful than ever. In just the last few
year , says Brown, the number of
internships available to D U's engineering
students has increased four-fold.
"Between 1 995 and 1997, the need for
interns has quadrupled," according to
Brown. " It is incredible because the
opportunities and choice couldn't be
better for students than right now. But it is
disappointing too, because a number of
the companies that contacted us had hired
DSU students before, and prefer our
students, but we just don't have the
numbers to fill those vacancies."
tuclents need not wait until their final
year to join the internship pool . According
to Brown, they can ecure part-time school
year, or full-time summer employment, as
early as their freshman year.

Research, a Silicon Graphic Company, in
wa part of the College of Engineering's
cooperative education program, which i
de igned to combine learning with relevant
work experiences, while preparing them
for a smooth transition to employment.
Virgil Ellerbruch, professor and
assistant dean in the College, says the
program, though not required for
graduation, i valuable to stud nts a well
as employers.
"Coop rative education experiences
or internships-offer students exposure to
the profession, the industry and the
workplace, while providing hands-on
experience," he aid. "Employers use those
experience not only to build their
potential job pool. but to observe
students during their formative years, and
see how they think and approach the
profes ion, too."
Lewi

Brown, as ociate profes or and

head of the Department of Electrical
Engineering, find that students who
participate in work-learn activities, develop

are companie out there, such

"I see a big difference in many of them

excitement toward her eventual career.

Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. The experience

"Ther

when they come back to school."

M inne ota, engrossed herself in circuit
de ign for

ith the t ch

a Daktronics, that recruit heavily at the

learning, helped her di cover new

schematic capture, and CMO

{ t(

ences both excited and motivated," he said.

electrical engineering major from Fulda,

the )90 air-cooled uper computer by Cray

r

"

those tudents complete more technical
cour e , they move into more technical
position at work. Before they graduate,
many are already working a engineers."
The College of Engineering offers
students everal different cooperative
education options, from the alternating
plan which requires tuclents to work at
least two full-time work period separated
by a full-time tudy period, to the parallel
plan which allows tudents to work and
take classe

imultaneously.

Additionally, everal departments
within the College offer credit for rudents'
cooperative education experiences. While a
popular option, Brown ays, many tudent
opt to comp] te their internships without
earning credit toward th ir degrees.
" t least half choo

to complete those

jobs without credit," Brown said. "Many
still want to u e the cooperative
education experience for credit. But with
or without credit, the job are still
rewarding po itions."
Ruesch agrees. Whether or not they
choose to work for credit, all

rud nt , she

say , should take advantage of the
opportunities available.
"I think tuclents have to intern," she
said. "The more experience per on have,
the better their chances are

f finding a job

when they're clone with ·chool. Companies
want experience."

a new attitude about their future.
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Engineering course offers a
�-----

Han
to new

students

term, intermediate, and long-term goals. The journal

al o

help them develop and improve their writing skills."
Another aspect of the course, Ellerbruch says, is
exploration, for which he enlists the assistance of speakers
to help familiarize the students with the

niversity, the

College of Engineering and its programs, and the
engineering indust1y.
'·I have members of the admini tration and the College of

W

hen new tudents in the College of Engineering have

Eng'neering faculty come and speak to the class, a well a

questions about study methods, are curious about

representatives from industry," he said. "It helps expose them to

different areas of engineering, science, and technology,

SDSU, and to a wide variety of engineering, science, and

or just need advice about careers, they needn't go any further

technology fields."

than one of their classes.

As important as that exposure, Ellerbruch says, is the
,,udents' preparation to work in those fields. One requirement

" Introduction to Engineering and Technology," a required
course for all new engineering, science, and technology students,

.:if r:rnr preparation, he explains, is teaching individuals to function

has been part of the curriculum for decades. The goal of the

in .eams. "I emphasize team effort, encourage it, and require it.

course, which has undergone changes over the years, is student

Students need to understand that we can't work alone as a nation

development-persona lly, academically, and professionally.

and that people can't work alone in business," he said. "Ours is a

Virgil Ellerbruch, as i rant dean and professor, is teaching the

global society, and engineering, science, and technology are no

course for the first time during the fall seme ter. To aid in the

different. People need to learn to reach out to others, to form

achievement of student development, Ellerbruch has tudents

reams, and to work together."

focus on goal setting, and time and re ource management. He
also emphasizes determination, effort, and energy, he says, and

Ellerbruch commends the high schools on preparing
students for that environment. "It used to be that in high school,

stresses the importance of developing an approach to becoming a

sruclents competed-they didn't cooperate," he said. "Now

good student, and eventually a succe sful professional.

students are entering college more prepared to work in teams.

" Introduction to Engineering" is based partly on the work of
Raymond Landis, dean of Engineering and Technology at
California

tare University in Los Angeles. Twenty-five years ago,

Landis used a National Science Fou ndation ( NSF) grant to develop
a course for minority students, to help prepare them for college.
He adapted the course for many different areas, and wrote

Studying Engineering: A Road Map to a Rewarding Career, a book
that Ellerbruch uses for his clas .
According to Ellerbruch, the course uses many of the same
approaches that Landis suggests, including having the students
keep journals. "The student write in their journals each time

Th; t's important . "
For Ellerbruch, teaching t h e course's two sections o f one
hu•1dred students each, pre ented a new challenge, but one that
he enjoyed.
"I've never taught that many students at one time before.
I enjoy bringing them information that may be something they
relate to down the road, either professionally or personally," be
said. "Ultimately I hope they experience some per onal
development, and that their goals for the future will be clear."
judging from student feedback, Ellerbruch need not wony
about those details. The course, they say, not only offers variety,

they're in class," Ellerbruch said. " ot only do they serve as a

it helps them begin successful tudent careers, and teaches them

permanent record for the students, as they contain their short-

more about the engineering profession.
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"I like the class because it is different
every day," said Rachel Quam, a freshman
from Huron. "We have speakers from
campus and different companies, which i

Students

a nice change from a straight lecture. We
also learn what is expected of us in the
next three to four years, and talk about
different things that are happening on
campus, like registration deadlines. Since
we're new to campus, we aren't aware of
some of those things."
Thad Kneebone, a freshman from
Jefferson, agrees, and attributes his newly
realized interest in construction
management, to the class visitors.
"I came from a small town, and had
never learned about the different areas of
engineering," he aid. "In this class,
because of the speakers, I've gained a
better understanding of the different
engineering fields. Each of them explained
their field, the course requirements, starting
salarie , and the types of things you'd be
doing on the job."
Perhaps one of the mo t important
parts of "Introduction to Engineering" is
that it helps students determine, early in
their college careers, whether or not they
want to venture into the world of
engineering. Helping make her feel
comfortable with her choice of major, said
Quam, made the course worthwhile.
"The class helped me real ize that I'm
really interested in engineering," she said,
"and that I've made the right decision. ''

on local telephone company

T

hanks to the cooperation of

a

Brooking busine s, students from the

College of Engineering recently gained a greater understanding of
telecommunications technology and the complexities involved when doing

something as simple a calling their next door neighbor.
At the end of the fall semester, seventeen students from the communications

engineering course took part in a tour of the Brookings Telephone Company, led
by Bruce Dixon, plant uperintendent. The tour has been part of the class for the
past five years.

,
Alfred Anclrawis, associate professor in the Department of Electrical

Engineering, and cour e instructor, developed the tour as a way to offer tudents a

to complete the complicated process involved in making a local phone call.

better understanding of the way in which communication equipment interconnects
" tudents like to see hands-on, practical applications for the theories they

learn in the classroom," he said. " It helps ro make concepts clearer."
During the tour, students learned more about the interface between outside
and exchanges, as well as methods used to locate breakage and weak points

�:::=�r�-�in�fi�b:e s.

Ryan Stahl, a enior electrical engineering
tudent, found the information a valuable
supplement to what he learned in class.
"I thought it wa really interesting. I 'd
never been exposed to that kind of
technology before, and had never seen how
it works," Stahl said. "! learned a lot from
[Dixon]. He is a knowledgeable person, and
did a good job of showing us thing . ··

Opposite page: Virgil Ellerbruch comments in the
journals produced by the two hundred students
enrolled in "Introduction to Engineering." Ellerbruch
says that from the journals he can observe the
students' progress, growth, and thought development.
He also discovers improvements in their use of
punctuation and grammar.

The Brookings Telephone Company,
Andrawis says, is always eager to assist the
students in their learning. "We really
appreciate their cooperation," he aid.
"Brookings Telephone Company is the only
place in Brookings with that pa1ticular collection
of equipment. "
According t o Dixon, h e and his
colleagues are more than happy to
accommodate the class. They'll do
what they can, he says, to broaden
people's under randing of the
company's technology.
"We like to give others the
opportunity to see what we have
here. There are a lot of people
who don't understand all of our
services," he aid, "and I think
students appreciate eeing the
technology in use."
Bruce Dixon (pictured on the far right), from
the Brookings Telephone Company, explains
some of the intricacies of telecommunications
technology to SDSU students on tour.
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Gray Team
members,
from left:

Retired professors
helping students t!Jrough

Wayne
Knabach,
Jim Dornbush,

The Gray
Team
cholarships and support a re crucial
to many students in the College of
Engineering, and nobody knows that

better than former faculty members.
A clear understanding of students' needs
prompts many retirees to cont inue sharing
their financial resources and engineering
expertise long after they officially step
down from teaching.
While alumni and engineering-related
businesse a re major sources of
scholarships, retired professors have
always been generous supporters of SDSU
engineering students. Some establish their
own scholarships, while others a re
honored through scholarships created by
friends and family.
The Trapp Family Scholarship falls
into the latter catego1y. Lansford Trapp, Sr. ,
a former assistant professor of
mathematics, funded the scholarship
endowment with hi wife, Frances, and the
five SDS

alumni among their seven

children.

ince 1 99 1 , the award has rotated

among the Physics, Electrical Engineering,
and Mathematics departments.

Clayton
Knofczynski

The scholarship has been described as
the resuk of a "fifty-year love affair"
between the Brookings family and SD U.
Lansford Tra pp, Sr. earned a bachelor's in
engineering physics in 1 948 and taught

recipients to

mathematics at his alma mater from 1 967

continue to tudy

to 1 983. During Tra pp's career at

DSU,

and maintain

four of his sons earned degrees in

excellent

electrical engineering and one earned a

academic

degree in physics.

performance."

When they established the scholar
ship, Trapp family members called it "an

Another
generous

expression of appreciation for the

scholar hip

educational and career opportunities

created in honor of
a former faculty member is the John R.

received by the family." That kind of
generosity is extremely important to

OS

Andersen Memorial Scholar hip in

engineering students, said Duane Sander,

Engineering, which provides two awards

dean of the College of Engineering.

each year to students intere ted in

"Scholarships help students in two

environmental engineering. Friends and

ways," Sander said. "First, students always

colleagues of Andersen, a former professor

have a financial need, and our scholarships

of civil engineering, established the

help through tuition reduction and

scholarship endowment in 1 973. Among

assistance in purchasing books, equipment,

the award's biggest advocate

and, increasingly, personal computer . The

Dornbush, Andersen's former office mate,

second way scholarsoips help students is

who retired from the Civil Engineering

in the encouragement they provide to

Department in 1990.

is James

The followin g is a samplin g of the types of scholarships available to students in the College of Engineerins
Open
•Stephen F. Briggs Scholarships: $2,500 each, renewable for four years,
to six engineering majors
•Mangels-Jensen Scholarship: $2,000 to an engineering major with a 3.0

students and three undergraduate students who are South Dakota residents
interested in the construction field
•Ario and Barb DeKraai Scholarship: $1 ,000 to a civil engineering major
•Alisa Prunty Memorial Scholarship: currently about $600 to an active civil

GPA, leadership skills, and history of involvement, with preference to students

engineering major, with preference given to students from Bon Homme High

from Hamlin County planning careers in power engineering

School

•Everett W. Dunn Scholarship: $1 ,400 to any engineering major

General Engi neering and Technology
•Brookings Economic Development Corporation Scholarship: $1 ,000 to a
junior or senior majoring in manufacturing engineering technology, with
preference to students from Brookings or nearby counties
•Association of General Contractors Scholarships: varying number and
amount of awards to students in engineering and technology fields with
emphasis in construction management

Civil and Environmental Engi neering
•South Dakota Cement Plant Scholarships: $1 ,000 each to two graduate
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Computer Science
•Gerald and Shirley Bergum Scholarship: full tuition to one junior or senior
computer science major
•Dickinson Family Scholarship: $500 to one junior computer science major
•American Express Special Teams Scholarship: $1 ,000 to a computer
science major, with preference to students working for Special Teams

Electrical Engineering
•Charles W. and Lillian K. Mueller Scholarship: $2,500 to a sophomore or
junior electrical engineering major with a 3.0 or better GPA, with preference to
students participating in instrumental music at SDSU

A former member of the Engineering
cholar hip Committee, Dornbush has
contributed and encouraged contributions

Engineering Expo. They al o continue to

taught a

organizations after they've retired."

special

For Clayton Knofczynski, who retired

to the Ander en scholarship endowment.
For Dornbush, retiring did not m an giving

rudies, and

be active in terms of profes ional

problems

from the Department of Mechanical

cla s.

Engineering in 1 990, taying active u ually

Although

course , ub t ituted for ab ent professors,

mean an wering in the affirmative to

Knabach

and clone con ulting. H is motivation i

reque ts from both faculty member and

up on that goal .

ince then, he has taught
not

bor clom or obligation. but the opportunity

students. The former professor and
department head o casionally ub titute

to stay involv cl.
'·That's the kind of thing I enjoy

teache on campus, and he tutors tudents

doing, just helping out when somebody

who need extra help. Like Dornbush, he is

n eel it, .. Dorn bush said. "All my life I 've

motivated to pend some of his retirement

worked clo ely with college students,

time on campus because he loves students.

especially graduate student . and followed

"I particularly enjoyed teaching," said

them after they leave. I ju t like to work

Knofczynski. "I didn't like some of the

with students. "

administrative things, like filling out forms

That i s the rea o n that many "retired"
engineering profe ors are better described
as "semi-retired."

and reports. My pride and joy wa just
pure teaching.··

ander and other in the

and sl

Knofczynski al o tops in at the

·

his

College of Engineering informally refer to

College office occa ionally, either to have

expertise

a group of Brooking -area former faculty

coffee with former colleagues or ju t "to

with the cu1Tent faculty.

members as The Gray Team, a term coined

see how things are going." The Coll ge

College on a part-time ba i offer him the

taff appreciates those visit and

by former dean Ernest Buckley. Buckley

erving the

be t of both world , Knabach aid.

made creating camaraderie and family

encourages former faculty members to tay

atmosphere throughout the College a

in touch, said Barb Dyer, administrative

forty years and you enjoyed it during that

priority,

a si tant in the College. "The majority of

rime, you're till going to enjoy it," he said.

ander said, because he

"If something ha been your career for

recognized that former faculty members

them are invited to almo t all the events

"Being involved with rudents is enjoyable,

could be an invaluable resource.

we have, such a the Engineering Awards

and thi permits me to do so in a limited

Banquet and the

capacity. I'm not in the pressure cooker

Sander has certainly found that to be

pouses' Luncheon," he

true. '\ hen he needs assistance with a

said. "We try to make them feel a

project, he feel confident in calling on

involved in th College as possible. We

any member of the Gray Team.

really benefit from that, because they're

out, there may be one other benefit to

great for mentoring when we need it."

staying involved in the education of

"They are all very intere tee! in the
niversity and the College and their
profession."

ander said. 'Therefore, they

One former full-time faculty member
who never o much as took a break from

continue to contribute in many way . Jn

tho e mentoring activitie i Wayne

some ca e , they u. e their experti e to

Knabach.

tutor student or help in the classroom. In

professor of electrical engineering in the

other ca, es, they help when we need
assistance in some of our activitie , such as

ince he "barely retired" as a

pring of 1 995, he has conducted seminar ,
managed the Center for Power System

•Center for Power Systems Studies/Alumni Scholarship: $2,400 to a

like a full-rime ta ff member. "
And, a

D

layton Knofczynski pointed

's engineering tuclent after

retirement: "It keeps you young."

Above: Hobo Day 1 947 brought two civil
engineering students together: Jim Dornbush '49
(left) and Marv Schaeffer '50. Both graduates are
natives of Pollock, South Dakota.

Physics

senior electrical engineering major with a 3.0 or better GPA and an interest in a

•Froslie Memorial Scholarship: $900 to a junior physics major

career in power systems or a related area

•Reinhart Scholarships: $500 each to six physics majors

•Interstates Electric and Engineering Scholarship: $750 each to two

•Lynch Memorial Scholarship: $250 to a senior physics major with an

incoming junior or senior electrical engineering majors with GPAs of 3.0 or

interest in music

better who have demonstrated aptitude and potential for careers in electrical

Mathematics and Statistics

engineering, with preference to students pursuing the Power Systems elective·

Mechanical Engineering
•James and Catherine Grommersch Scholarship: $700 to a mechanical
engineering major
•Northwestern Public Service Scholarship: $500 to a junior mechanical
engineering major, preferably from eastern South Dakota

•Eileen Wente Scholarships: full tuition to four junior mathematics majors
who show potential
•Clemen-Pettigrew Scholarship: $500 to a junior or senior mathematics
major
•Helen Engebretson Scholarships: full tuition to one student who has
taken a geometry course and to one other mathematics major

•3M Scholarships: $500 each to five or six mechanical engineering majors
(the sixth scholarship alternates annually with electrical engineering) with a
minimum GPA of 2.5

If you are interested in establishing a scholarship, contact Edd Storey,
Interim Director of Development, SDSU Foundation, 823 Medary Avenue, Box
525, Brookings, SD 57007, or call 1 (888)747-7378.
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Mathi's only other experience

athiamuthan Thirnvida Selvan

with cartooning came a few year

(Mathi) found a unique way to share

ago, when he entered a national

his experiences as an internationa l

competition in Malaysia. H is work

student with SDSU's entire tudent body.

finished tenth out of 1 ,000 entries.

A native of Kulim, Malaysia, Mathi earned

Despite limited previous training,

his bachelor' degree in mechanical engineering in

Mathi's ca1toons were well-received

December. During his time at SOS , be pent four
semesters as the

Collegian ca1toonist.

by friends, professors, and the

He found hi

drawings a unique vehicle by which to deliver hi

thoughts

and feelings to others.

"I believe pictures a re the most effective way to send a
me sage," he said. "I liked sharing my experiences during my
stay at S D

,

uch as how J felt about my friends, college, and

current events."
Mathi came to SDSU in the fall of 1 995, after
completing two years in the American Degree
Program ( ADP) in hi

own countiy. ADP is a

two-year plan that offers cou rses in the
humanities,

ocial sciences and basic sciences.

Students eventually finish their undergraduate
degrees at un iversities in the United States. " I
came t o SDSU because one o f m y instructors in
the program had graduated here a few years
earlier," he said. "He recommended it to me."
Once engros ed in his studies in the College
of Engineering, Mathi found he had Limited free
time for one of his favorite hobbies-painting.
So he fell back on cartooning, something that
required less time.
'Tm an artist. I like to paint. But I didn't
have time for it when I was in school," he said.

"I started scribbling on my class notes, and then
I saw the

Collegian 's ad

for a cartoonist, and

applied. I started drawing for them spring
semester of 1 996."

10

Collegian staff.
"I heard many good comments from my friends," he said. "At
the encl of last spring semester, the editor told me that l didn't
need to reapply. Eve1yone thought I had clone a good job, so they
went ahead and gave me the job for another semester."

M i n i-baja team l ooks to improve last yea r's performance

While his cartoons required less of his time to create than his
painting , Mathi admits that it was challenging finding new id as for
each issue of the new paper.
"Sometimes, J would come up with a really funny one, and l
think people expected that every week," he said. "And mostly I
know about engineering, so som times it was hard to come up with
cartoon ideas from different areas."
Since graduating, Mathi has returned to Malaysia to find
employment and to be closer to his family. Though he enjoyed his
cartooning experience, he say

he hopes to spend his free time in

other ways.

Ryan Eidem spent the summer with his eyes to the
skies as part of a pecial research program.
Eidem, a

enior phy ic major, participated in the 1 997

Re earch Experiences for
sponsored by the

ndergraduates program

ational Science Foundation. One of

thirteen students chosen from a pool of 225 appl icants, he

I'll toiO"T GIVE J.MV/'40lE ....ut uP a1112 f'tm VO'-'.
WHAT IS �LIR 0C.USf ms TIME 1 \l:)l.l'Vt 8E'N EXOJ..al
t"Olll �c.All 61!.o.NDPA:S fUNfRAL FOUi. 'TIMES

peRt six weeks studying variable star at East Tennessee
rate

f\LRE-'DY !!

niversity, one of five u n iversitie

participating

in the program.
Throughout the summer Eidem was involved in a
myriad of activity, including studying pulsating stars,

lOOA\I ..i\t 60!110MA 15>
GE ll ING M/UIEO

developing light cu rves on mira variable stars, and
analyzing the extinction of the atmo phere at the site in
Tenne see. He also attended a number of work hops on
observational techniques, data reduction,

u rrent events in

astronomy, proposal writing, job opportunitie

in

astronomy and cientific ethics.
In addition, he attended two different meetings-in
Melbourne, Florida, and Valdosta, Georgia-of all the
mentor and n1dents in the program. At the final meeting,
Eidem presented his re earch results on near infrared
photometry of mira variable .
But for Eidem, one of the highlights of the summer
wa

an excursion to the

outheastern Asso iation for

Research in Astronomy at Kitt Peak in Arizona. At this site,
students had the oppornmity to observe the night sky
" I ' m not sure about cartooning in the future. I might, if I have
the chance," he

aid. "But mostly I'd like to do some painting, and

play a lot of tennis."
ow that he i back in the year-round summer climate of
home, Mathi confesses that part of him will actually miss the South
Dakota winter.
"I didn't do a lot of things outside in the winter," he said. "But I
can say that I survived one of the worst in the

rate's history!"

Perhaps his fondest memory of his time as a student at South
Dakota

tate University, are the friends he made, even though it

wasn't a lways easy for him.
"When I first a rrived in the United States, I found the country
totally different, and I had a hard time going along with Americans,"
he said. "But I decided that if I wanted to make friends with the
American students, I would just have to go for it; and now I've got
a lot of friends. I appreciate those friendships that I made at SD U ,
with students, staff members, professors, a n d deans."

through a 0.9-m tele cope.
"We were able to ob erve every night that we were
there because the sky wa so clear," Eidem said. "It was
really beautiful."
Though an a tronomy enthusia t for many year , the
program offered Eidem an opportu nity to learn even more
about the field, and convinced him to continue hi
a tronomical studies. "I learned a lot about the different
aspects of astronomy, like observing and data, and I really
enjoyed it," he

aid. " I t was a whole lot more than just star

gazing. It really piqued my curio ity and made me want to
learn more about the field."
While he is considering a career in teaching and
research outside of astronomy, Eidem says that he would
welcome continued participation in astronomy-related
activities. " I really enjoy it," he said. " I 'd like to stay
involved with it somehow."
Currently, Eidem is in the process of writing a paper
about his experiences for the International Amateur
Professional Photoelectric Photometry (JAPPP), and is
preparing a colloquium for the Physics Department.
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hile other college
students

pent the

surruner resting up

� ·�

�-�;

�

-

. .._�
�

image. Because this may require as many

earning money for the next,

as 1 ,300 eparate filters for a single

.

and slow. However, the work will be

worked on research funded,

wo1thwhile if the completed code works

in part, by

for a wide range of images, Goh said.

ASA.

eng Suan Goh, a senior

" I am now working on a daytime

electrical engineering major,

image from Lake Erie," he said. "l hope

and Deni e Malo, a

my filter will apply to other images, too."
While Goh looks to the heavens,

environmental management

Denise Malo focuses on the ground

major, each received a

beneath her feet.

2,000 South Dakota Space

Clay, associate professor of plant science,

Grant Consortium

he is assi ting David

with ongoing research for the USDA by

Undergraduate Research
Assi tantship for summer
research.

reviewing the soil nitrogen mineralization
of an SOS

field plot. After gathering

soil samples and examining aerial
ASA supports

photographs, she ana lyzes the soil for

the awards to

substances such as herbicides, carbon

encourage
students
to pursue

dioxide and nitrogen.
One surprising a peer of her work,
Malo said, is the wide range of readings it

careers

produces. "The really interesting thing

in fields

about the field is that it was spread with

related

manure, and I'm getting a lot of different

to aero

numbers, so there's a lot of variability,"

nautics

she said. "Some of the plant are chest

or space. Under the guidance of faculty
mentors, grant recipients panicipate in

high, and some a re nine feet high."
Malo expects her research to have

aerospace-related research projects which

both agricultural and environmental

may be parts of the mentor's ongoing

applications. Her results could help

research or separate activities developed

farmers determine how much manure,

jointly by the student and the mentor.

fertilizer or herbicide is safe to apply

Goh, advised by Dennis Helder,
associate professor of electrical
engineering and director of Engineering

and how the applications might affect
the groundwater.
"At the end of the project, we'll be

Research, spent his summer working full

able to see and interpret how different

tin1e to improve the clarity of satellite

levels of manure and soil microbes and

images. He focused on images that a re

minerals all work together and how they

captured by Landsat, then sent back to

can play a role in precision farming

Earth and stored at EROS Data Center.
When the Landsat satellite beams
images back .t o Eanh, Goh said, its own
hardware often creates a distortion known
as coherent noise, which results in tiny
lines within the images. The images may
also suffer from environmental factors.
"Satellite images taken from space a re not
perfect because parameters like tempera
ture, atmosphere and optics affect the
data," Goh said.
12

atellite image, the process is painstaking

University undergraduate

sophomore biology and

Students
receive
undergraduate
research
assistantships

code that will filter each section of an

from the last school year or
two South Dakota State

-

To cla rify the distorted images, Goh is
using I nteractive Data Language to write a

techniques," she said. "It will be
interesting to see the whole big picture ."

Students •

Faith native) SDSU student helps
•

��

ar1
remote.

seps1ng
images

f you've ever been
frustrated by a fuzzy
snapshot, you've got an
inkling of what it's like to try
to garner data from a satellite
image distorted by
atmospheric conditions.
That is just the problem
that Steve Hawks, a senior
physics major, hopes to help
solve. Since the sunm1er of
1 996, he has worked with
Stephen Schiller, associate
professor in the SDS
Department of P hysics, to
improve d1e accuracy of data
gad1ered through remote
sensing instruments.
"When planes or satellites
fly over the earth and take
surface pictures, they're
calibrated for ideal
conditions," Hawks said. "But
usually there's a haze in the
air. We're trying to come up
with a model to take into
account the sky onclitions
and correct for problems
introduced by the haze."
Through a project
involving several SDSU faculc
member and funded by the
state of Saum Dakota and the
ational Science Foundation
through its Experimental
P rogram to Stimulate
Competitive Research
( EP SCoR), Hawks has helped
Schiller set up and conduct

I

y

field tc;sts in which
atmospheric optical
properties are evaluated by
ground instrumentation and
by an aircraft-ha eel imaging
system. He has also assisted
in analyzing me resulting
data, sometimes writing
computer programs for that
purpose.
"Steve is a very hard
worker," Schiller said. "He
puts all the effort he can
muster into participating in
me things we're working on.
I've been really pleased wid1
his performance."
Because the work Hawks
is doing will contribute to d1e
removal of atmo pheric effects
on remote sensing imagery, it
will have broad benefits. It
applies directly to ASA's
Mission to P lanet Earili, a
program to study global
environmental change, Schiller
said. Closer to home, it has
applications for agriculture,
which increasingly uses
remote sensing to determine
where a field has received too
much fertilizer or too linle
water, among oilier d1ings.
"A lot of the focus in this
area has been on preci ion
agriculture," Schiller said.
"With remote sensing imagery,
you can map out me
characteristics of an entire
field on a computer and
evaluate it and compare it to
what you notice on the
ground as you work d1e field.
That type of work is

enhanced when you can get
better spatial resolution and
more detailed information
from your image . "
Naturally, Hawks has
learned a lot about me
EPSCoR project, but his work
ha been helpful in oilier
ways, as well. "It's given me
me chance to have hands-on
experience with physics,"
Hawks said. "It's also given
me an idea of what research
is like. I don't know if I'd go
into the same area, but
re earch is still a career area
that interests me."
Hawks has enhanced his
experience by pre enting
papers based on his research
at two professional
conferences, including a
recent EP SCoR Conference in
Brookings. "Whenever an
undergraduate student can
present papers on
professional research, that sets
him well above me crowd,"
Schiller said.
This sunm1er, however,
Hawks did interrupt his work
long enough to marry P aula
Hagel, an SDSU biology major
from Flandreau .
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W

Janklow, South Dakota governor; Robert Wagner, retired

hen the first classe for the
Manufacturing Engineering

Board of Regents; and Jeny Luetzow, president of MTR

Technology ( M ED program

Incorporated, a Brook ings ma nufacturing business.

were offered in the fall, few people

Through the proces of researching and writing the

probably realized how complex a

paper, Anderson learned about the complicated

process the program's creation really

interactions between higher education and politics,

was. One person who thoroughly

among other th ings. "This project enhanced my

understands that complexity is

awareness of how to go about solving an issue that is

Tracy Anderson.
Anderson, a senior
political science and Spanish
major, received a

1 ,250

Schultz-Weith scholarship for
her examination of the
development of the MET
progra m. Focu ing on "the
complexities that occur within the
from the recogn ition of the need for
outh Dakota to the implementation of the
degree program in the College of
Engineering.
In addition to studying printed
sources, Anderson gained information by
interviewing several individuals involved in
the development and implementation of
the program. They included William

important," Anderson said.

,

"Awareness of how a system works
can be ve1y beneficia l . '"
Upon graduation, Anderson

t
n
:�·:
��t:
'.:,��:
�:�i:�:
�:��
�
�
h n
r s tu d
plans to attend law school or

_,'St d

h..,_ ,�::;i4..

administration," she traced the process
manufacturing technology education in

D U

president; Tad Perry, executive director of the South Dakota

C
l0

0

0 e
''

E1
pro gram

J..

pursue a master's degree in public

combioi

Seniors who present in-depth research

0

pa pers which exempl ify original research

and creativity are eligible for S hultz-Werth

Awards ranging from

250 to $2,500. The

award is funded by Theodore Schultz, a

Nobel Laureate in Economics, and his wife,
Esther F. Werth, both South Dakota natives
with a strong belief in the importance of
investing in people through education.

Society of Women Engineers hosts holiday open house
1 2.

Dozens of students, staff, and facu lty enjoyed holiday treats
at the SW E open house held December

The student

g roup, advised by Madeleine Andrawis, provi des another
p rofessional organization fo r women engi neeri ng students
at S D S U . Pictured at left a re Alfred Andrawis, associate
professor of E l ectrical Engineering, and Matt Asche, a
sen ior majoring i n electrical
engineering and engineering
physics. Also taking time to visit
are Ange l i n e Teng, a civil
engi neering student, and
S uzette B u rckhard , assistant
p rofessor in the Department of
Civil and Environmental
Engineering.
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Broulik
m
receives

Space Grant
Consortium

assistantship

rian Broulik, a graduate tudent in
the Plant

cience Department, ha

received a graduate a
from the

i tantship

outh Dakota pace Grant

Consortium for the 1 997-98 academic year.
The Consort ium is a program funded in
part by

"This project will reall y
benefit the producer.
With increased input
costs, farmers need
every edge to remain
competitive in today 's
global market."

A A. Its members include , DS

the , outh Dakota

chool of Mines and

and herbicide
only wh r
required.
"This project .
will rea l ly ben fit
the producer."
said. "With

EROS Data

increased

enter. A goal of the Consortium

is to create an enthu iasm for aerospace

farmers need

purpose of the graduate research

eve1y edge to

assistantships is to encou rage tudents to

remain

pursue careers in fields related to

competitive in

aeronautics or space.

today's global

student to recei\•e the assistantship, will

�'.."'

input costs,

sciences among students. The specific

Brou lik, the fir t non-engineering

,.

.

Broulik

Technology, Augustana College, and the

market. The e
techniques ave time

focus his research on the application of

in field scouting and

remote sensing techniques to precision

provide more precise

agriculture. Broulik's previous experience

inf ormation regarding problem areas in

with remote sensing and weed science

fields. They allow producers to make more

qual ified him for the position, according to

precise applications of fertilizer and

Ke,•in Dalsted, acting director of the

pesticides and to apply only what's

Engineering Resou rce Center at SDSLJ,

needed, causing less environmental stress. It

associate director of the Consortium and

makes sense agronomically, economically

Broulik's project supervisor.

and socia lly.''

"We're entering a new phase as we

Through the project, Broulik hopes to

relate remote sensing to agriculture,"

learn more about image processing

Dabted said. "Brian was doing research in

technology and to become more familiar

that field already and had a weed science

with software in data manipulation. But his

background, so he was a perfect candidate

ultimate goal is to apply what he learn!'> to

for the assista ntship.''

help improve farm management practice. .

Broulik is conducting similar research
for his master's degree, which he hopes to

,,· ...

apply fertilizers

"The most important part of this for me
is to be able to apply aerial image

complete in December 1 998. Much of his

agronomically, and to work with weed

work for the Con ortium project will involve

. cientists, entomologists and other

analyzing satellite and aerial imagery in an

agronomists in developing better farm

effo11 to identify areas of nutri nt deficiency,

mana_gement program ," he said.

insect problems, and weed populations in
fields. The images will be used to show the
exact size, location, and density of problem
area

within a field.

ltimately, such

information will help agricultural produ er
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Lecture series
advances
missi o n
of
.

When SD

.

's Center of Excellence in

ter

cellence

programs encompassed by the center

Mattson said. "Our goal is to have a

Engineering Technology was established

electronics engineering technology,

Center of Excellence that promotes the

in 1996 by the

construction management, and

interests of technology t hroughout the

Regents, it took on the challenge of

manufacturing engineering technology

state. I hope it will improve the visibility

promoting continued growth in

were created largely in respon e to needs

of technology issues and improve the

technology throughout

identified by state and regional industries.

visibility of our programs, as well."

outh Dakota Board of

outh Dakota.

The latest tep toward realizing that
goal is a seri

of four lectures and

"The industrie in the state, as well
as tho e looking at expanding or moving

The first lecture in the Center of
Excellence erie definitely spotlighted

discus ion panels on technological topics.

into the state, are in need of

one South Dakota problem, Mattson aid.

The Center of Excellence in Engineering

technologically-trained people who have

Harry Moser, pre ident of Charmilles

Technology Lecture eries, k icked off by

management abilities and can really

Technologie Corporation in the Chicago

Chicago-area businessman Harry Mo er

enhance and support th m in their

area, di cu sed

this fall, is de igned to heighten

production area ,"

shortage of skilled tool and die workers,

ander said. "An

outh Dakota's extreme

awareness of current technology issues in

overall goal of our Center of Excellence

who make the tools, molds, and other

both indu try and academe, so that the

is to provide those kinds of people to

devices used in manufacturing. Moser,

two entities may work together in

industries in d1e region."

training tomorrow' profe sional
technologi ts.
Collaboration between indu t1iali ts
and educators has been a focus of the

That goal goes hand-in-hand with

who works nationally to attract more of
America's youth into the manufacturing

d1e College of Engineering's focus on

trade, aid the shortage force local

providing quality engineering education

indu try to send many tooling orders,

through the practical integration and

and the millions of dollars of sales and

enter of Excellence since its inception,

application of engineering, science, and

payroll that come with them, out of the

aid Duane Sander, dean of the Cotlege

t chnology principles, th reby producing

state and country.

of Engineering. In fact, the three

quality graduates. The lecture eries can
help meet that goal by gathering input
from various poke per on not only on
what kind of graduates industry needs,
but al o on what kind of education
students need, aid Carrie Mattson,
instructor and coordinator of the
lanufacturing Engineering
Technology program.
"Bringing indusuy and comm
unity leader and educator together
and improving their knowledge base
on different technological subjects is
ve1y beneficial to the state,"

"There is uch a shortage of people
that tools and dies are being made in
outhea t Asia, and therefore, the work i
lost to the

. . ," Moser said. "If you

develop the capability to do the work,
the work will come to shops in

outh

Dakota. There are entrepreneurs who
will buy equipment, hire people, and set
up shop if they can find the people. "
Brookings businessman jeny
Luetzow joined

loser and three other

panelists for a di cu ·sion following the
lecture. As proof of the shortage of tool
and die worker·, Luetzow described the
. ituati n at hi: own company, MTR Inc.,
which employs sixty people. "It takes
two tool and die makers to support those
sixty people," he said. "If I don't have
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tho e tool and die makers, I can't have my
plant located here."
Luetzow estimated there are about

Moser stressed that the economic

impressed with our program and a re

effects of the shortage are broader than

asking when we're going to have

ju t the cost of the die . The capability for

graduates. In fact, we have several

ome

half a dozen tool and die makers in

tool and die work can lead to other

students who have been sent back to

Brookings, but said the city could use

manufacturing job , he said.

school by their employers in industry to

three times that many just to fill current

"If the mold is made here pr bably

needs. If there were even more workers

the molding i done here, the partS are

available, he said, bu ine

designed here, the product i

es would hire

them and expand their operations.

170,000

here, and the product i

assembled

pa kaged here,"

get this degree."
Mattson was plea ed with audience
re pon e to the fir t lecture and di cu
and

h

ion,

predicts similar benefits from

Moser said. "Once you lo e tooling, which

future Center of Excellence events. "Only

bought in Minneapolis," Luetzow aid. "lf I

is a key technology, you tend to lo e tho e

the industries really have a grasp on how

had just two mor

other opportunitie . "

"This year I spent

on dies I

tool and die makers, l

could build those dies in my shop and

important it is to have people with

As employer a n d t h e public become

keep that money right here. This is the

more aware of th

Achille ' heel of this a rea's economic

the shortage of tool and die workers,

development right

n

far-reaching effects of

the job are, how steady they are, and

'

manufacturing

"! think the intere t i

increa ing,"

industry people I'm talking to a re ve1y

Above: Carrie Mattson,
coordinator of the MET program,
plans the Center of Excellence
lecture series.
Right: Students Wendy Kellogg,
a junior mechanical engineering
major, and Chad Roob, a junior
manufacturing engineering
technology major, work with
equipment in the MET lab.

ome information.

what kind of mon y they can expect ."

he ha already seen growth in the

Mattson said. " I 've found chat many of the

addresses the issue of growth in

erie , the public gains

It also give our tudents an idea of where

field.

appeal of D

technology in South Dakota.

kills in

he said. "With the lecture

Mattson said, more students will enter that

engineering technology degree.

Opposite page: Harry Moser

certain area ,"

The next lecture in the CEET erie ,
to be held in February or March, will
focu

on an issue in construction

management technology.

• College

Engineering's
first

I

Fia ir

f you're a South Dakota State University engineering student
searching for a full-time job or summer internship, you should
have grabbed your resume and headed to the first-ever College

of Engineering Job Fair held October 23 in the Volstorff Ballroom
in the

niversity Student

nion.

Sponsored by the joint Engineering Council (JEC), the
exposition featured representatives from more than twenty
local, state, and regional companies. Among the firms who
appeared at the fair were EROS Data Center/ H ughes STX
Corp., Gateway 2000, Howard R. Green Consulting Engineers,
Horton Vehicle Components, Martin and Associates, Midcom,
Raven l nclustries, Rockwell Avionics and Communications,
Rosco Manufacturing, Special Teams and

tanley Consulting Inc.

According to Matt Asche, a senior engineering stu lent and
J EC president, all of the companies attending had immediate
openings f or full-time and summer employment, and some had
up to 1 00 jobs available. He said the Engineering job Fair not only
gave students a chance to job hunt , it also allowed them to
become more familiar with area indust1y.
" Most of the e companies have immediate opening for
engineers, and many will have internships available, too,"' he said.
"It's a really good opportunity to learn more about companies
in the area . "
For more information about the next Engineering Job Fair
scheduled f or October 22, contact the College of Engineering
at

(605 ) 688-4 1 6 1 .
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ue
lab in
developmen
F

iber optic cable is the wave of the
future for communications, and
SDSU wants to prepare its students

to ride that wave.
Alfred Andrawis, associate professor
of electrical engineering, has received a
ational Science Foundation ( SF) grant

which will help do just that. The
grant, along with

50,000

66,000 in matching

"Even the money we're getting from the
ational Science Foundation with matching
money from SDSU will not be enough to

funds from SDSU, will equip a fiber optics

do eve1ything we want to do," he said.

laborato1y on campus.

Tm working with vendors of fiber optics

encourage them to pursue careers in
communications, which is a hot field right
now," he said.
The need for fiber optics education is
not limited to the university level.

equipment to get donations and small

Andrawis is applying for additional funding

elective course in fiber optics for electrical

grants. Hopefully, it will produce a ve1y

through NSF, along with local grants, to

engineering majors, and an optics course is

good, state-of-the-art lab."

conduct a three-year series of summer

Currently, Andrawis teaches an

offered for physics students. However,

The laborato1y will be used for

workshops to train high school and

neither course includes a laboratory

undergraduate instruction and research in

section, which Andrawis feels is essential.

the areas of electrical engineering,

technology. If the equipment is available,

engineering physics, and electronics

he said, the workshops could start next

"Fiber optics technology is getting to

technical institute teachers in fiber optics

be a major technology in communications.

engineering technology, Andrawis said.

summer, with separate sessions for high

Almost all communications in the United

"This lab will have a serious impact on the

school and technical institute teachers.

States is over fiber," Andrawis said. "Right

quality of instruction in the areas of fiber

"We'll give them the background

now, most of our students do not get any

optics communication and ensing in all

knowledge to introduce the technology to

hands-on experience, which is needed to

three departments simultaneously," he said.

their students, which in turn will intrigue

reinforce the theoretical concepts. The

After five years of teaching an

the students toward science, technology,

most recent model for optimization of

introducto1y fiber optics course at

D U,

learning suggests that tudent interest,

Andrawis plan to introduce a more

involvement, and retention are greatest for

advanced course into the curriculum next

and engineering," Andrawi said.
The need for people educated in fiber
optics will continue to grow, Andrawis

material studied in a practical framework

year. He sees increasing interest among

said, as the communications technology

with hands-on experience. Hence, a hands

both students and potential employers.

becomes increasingly important to the state
and region.

on approach to fiber optics is essential to

Recently, US West contacted SDSU looking

keep students at the cutting edge of this

for engineers and te.chnologist5 to fill some

emerging technology. "

of their 400 communications openings.

recognized the importance of communi

"Recently, the state of South Dakota

That is just one example, Andrawis said, of

cations," he said. "Therefore, it is essential

equipment, including optical table , optical

the demand for employees with fiber

for South Dakota State University, the

power and wavelength measurement

optics backgrounds.

The

SF grapt wilJ... P4iv ide basic lab

equipment, and optical components.

"Expanding our offerings will not only

largest higher education institution in the
state, to be equipped to educate interested

Meanwhile, Andrawis will continue to look

make our graduates more marketable for

individuals with the cutting-edge

into other avenues to create the best

jobs, but it will intrigue our students'

techniques of fiber optics technology."

equipped laborato1y possible.

interest in the new field and maybe
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In an effort to provide a more

Ent.re P rogram, the Space Grant

intensive focus on the outreach

Consortium, the Local

function of the College of

Transportation Assistance P rogram

Engineering, the Engineering and

(LTAP ), and the Office of Remote

Environmental Research Center

Sensing, the ERC's outreach

(EERC) at South Dakota State

efforts touch the lives of

University has become the

thousands of people annually.

Engineering Resource Center
(ERC). The change, which is

reaches

effective immediately, was

acting director of the ERC. "The

approved by the South Dakota

majority of our staff is directed

Board of Regents in December.

toward outreach, and it has been

The restructuring, which will

thousands

"Our primary function will be
outreach," said Kevin Dalsted,

separate the College's out.reach
and research efforts, says Duane
Sander, Dean of the College, will
provide more focus for each field.
"The ERC will now more

headed in that direction for the
last few years."
The research component of
the former EERC, now its own
entity-Engineering Research-is
under the direction of Dennis

closely represent the outreach

Helder, former EERC director. An

services provided through the

as ociate professor in the College,

College," he said, "and we have

Helder returned to the

established a separate directorship

Department of Electrical

to concentrate on re earch."
ERC programs are directed

Engineering at the beginning of
fall semester. He also will devote

primarily toward manufacturers,

a portion of his time to the

entrepreneurs, and people

overall coordination of research

involved in service and retail

within the College of Engineering.

businesses. Comprised of
Engineering Extension, The
niversity Industry Technology
Service ( UITS), the Manufacturing

The search for a director of
the ERC is currently underway.
Dalsted expects a candidate to be
chosen in January.

Extension P rogram (MEP), the

Please
Take note

Begi nning May 15, 1998, a l l employment referral fi les maintained at the Career and
Academic Planning (CAP) Center that have not been used or u pdated in the past ten years
wi l l be destroyed . Thi s w i l l not incl ude U niversity transcripts, which are maintained indefinitely
at the Records office.
If you have a file schedu led for discard , you may submit a written request to the CAP Center,
Box 511, SDSU , Brookings, SD 5700 7 , and your fi le w i l l be maintained indefinitely. Before
older files that are retained can be sent to prospective employers, an update will be requ i red.
This discarding process w i l l conti nue on an annual basis without further notice. Because of
the confidential nature of the fi les, it is not possible for the fi les to be returned to
individu a l s .
A l u m n i are welcomed a n d encou raged t o re-establish a fi le a n d t o u s e a n y o f t h e services
provided by the CAP Center.
If you have questions or concerns, please contact the CAP Center, Box 511, SDSU ,
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Brookings, SD 57007 , or call 605-688-4153.
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Brown

named to IEEE post for 1 998

L

ewis Brown, associate professor

review a number of papers that a re

Brown is

and head of the Electrica l

publ ished in very prestigious journals."

also an

Engineering Department, has been
named vice chair of the Medical

ltrasonics Group and appointed to the

Involvement in the IEEE i a great way
for SD

to gain national recognition,

associate
editor

Brown said. "'It really puts SDSU on the

for the

Technical Program Committee for the 1 998

map in the world of ultrasonics and

IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium.

electronic materials at the international

international professional society in the

small institution on the prairie, but that we

!Et.E
Trans
actions
on Ultrasonics,
Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control,

world. Broken down into th irty-eight

are making

a leading scientific journal in the a rea

societies, IEEE represents all the major

world science here at SDSU. "

IEEE ( I nstitute of Electrical and

level," he said. "It says a lot about our

Electronics Engineers) is the largest

program and shows that we're not just a
ignificant contributions to

of ultrasonics.

subdivisions of electrical engineering.
Brown' society focuses on ultrasonics,
primarily in the medical field. Most of the
research i nvolves the development of new
medical technology and improved patient
services provided by medical equipment.
For example, experiments are being
clone to improve the equipment used for
pregnancy ultrasounds and better
graphics for the images developed
during u ltrasounds.
As vice chair of his group, Brown i

New video demonstrates

snow

removal

Though you won't find it on the shelf at your local video store, the newest release from
the Local Transpo1tation Assistance Program ( LTAP) at SDSU, is a must-have item for
motorgrader operators preparing for the winter season .
"Snow Removal Applications for Motorgraders," a 2 1 -minute video released in
ovember, demonstrates die proper u e of the machine for snow removal from rural

responsible for reviewing about 250

roads. It includes tip on operating and maintaining the machine, removing snow on

abstracts (one-page explanations of a

different type of road surfaces, as well as V-plow and winging techniques.

scientist's study and presentation ideas)

Ken Skorseth, field operations manager for LTAP, which is part of the Engineering

submitted each spring. Together, Brown

Resource Center (ERC) at SDSU, developed the video. The concept for die instructional

and twenty leading scientists located all
over the world review about 600 abstracts
each year. Brown must decide which
abstracts present the newest and most
significant research material.
Between twenty-five and t hirty percent
of the abstracts submitted are rejected each
year, o it's important that the committee
members are top experts in their field to
properly explain each rejection. Approved
abstracts are invited to the annual
international conference, set for Japan

tape, he says, su rfaced three years ago. "The idea came to me from local highway
worker ," he said. "They were contacting me because they were in need of training
specifically on motorgraders."
To atisfy the immediate need, Skorseth first developed a short procedure manual
containing written instruction, as well as photos and ill ustrations. He was overwhelmed
by die number of requests to reprint die handbook. "LTAP Centers in surrounding states
reprinted the manual in full or in part, and the United States Federal Highway
Administration reprinted it and distributed it to northern states," Skorseth said. "It has
been reprinted so many times we've lo t track, but there are at least 1 5,000 circulating
around die country."
Skorsed1 says he expects the video, which is based on the manual, to be equally
well-received, thanks in part to last year's bisto1y-making winter. "The winter of
1 996-97 was so difficult dlat dlere was a great need for proper training," he said.

next year and expected to draw more than

"! dlink the video will be popular in helping highway departments prepare for

1 ,000 attendees.

similar seasons in the future."

This will be Brown's second year as

Fw1ding for �1e video was provided by Caterpillar, Inc. of Peoria, Illinois, and die

vice chair and his sixth year on the

Balderson Co. of Wamego, Kansas, which makes attachments for Caterpillar equipment.

Technical Program Committee, positions he

Skorseth and diree county highway superintendents wrote die script for die tape. "AU of

thoroughly enjoys and hopes to continue

die work for me video was in addition to my usual duties widl LTAP and ERC,"

for a long time. " It's a very fun way for me

Skorseth said. "It was hard ro find time to do it, but it feels good knowing that we put

to have professional interactions with

somed1ing together that so many people need."

leaders in this field from all over the
world," he said. " I not only make new
friends everywhere I go, I also get to

For more information on "Snow Removal Applications for Motorgraders," contact
Skorseth at (605) 688-560 1 , or contact any Caterpillar dealer and ask for training tape
#TEVN3977.
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F

or most people, a visit back

as well as the most recent, were beneficial

relaxation. But that wasn't

because they allowed him to share

the case for Sung Yun Shin, who
spent part of his summer in Korea.

Shin

visits Korea ,
earns award,
during busy
summer

vacation

Shin, an associate professor of

information and discover future funding
sources. As important, he said, is the
recognition brought to SOS .

computer science, toured his home country
for a month, giving presentations regarding

"It was a good opportunity to exchange
information and discuss possible research

parallel systems/distributed systems for

funding," Shin said. "It was also a nice way

modeling and sinrnlating atmospheric point

to adve1tise our University and recognize

spread function, a three-year NSF/EPSCoR

our program, because most people didn't

project that he is working on with SDSU

know about

associate professors Dennis Helder and
Stephen Schiller.

hin departed Brookings

May 18 and returned June 1 6 .
During h i s visit, Shin was invited to

outh Dakota State University."

Shin has also brought recognition to
SOS

through his involvement with the

Association of Management and the
International Association of Management

give seven presentations to various

(AOM/IAOM) . At this year's international

companies and universities. Among the

convention in Montreal, Canada, in August,

companies were Samsung Electronics, the

Shin received an award for meritorious

largest manufacturer of memory chips in the

service. The honor acknowledges his roles

world, and the Korean Electronics and

as chair of the computer science divi ion

Telecommunications Research Institute,

and editor of the computer science version

a government sponsored research

of the organization's proceeding . Shin will

organization with an annual budget of

also serve as editor of the International
journal of Computer Science and
Information Management, a new

more than $350 million.
Shin experienced his largest audience,
consisting primarily of computer program
mers, at the Republic of Korea's Air Force
Headquarters. "I spoke about geographical

publication for the AOM/IAOM.
Shin joined the SDSU faculty in 1 99 1 .
He earned a bachelor's degree from Chung

information systems at the Air Force's

Ang University in Seoul, Korea before

computer center," he said. " I was surprised

enrolling at Kentucky State University,

because almost 400 people attended.

where he received a second bachelor's

I think most of them were there to expand

degree in 1 984. He earned his master's in

their interest ."
Shin also visited and lectured at Pohang
University of Science and Technology,
Korea's equivalent of M IT; Chungnam
University, SDSU's sister university; Dongku k
University; and Kongiu National University.
This wasn't Shin's first trip back to
Korea. He has returned every year but one
since 1 990, and has presented one or two
papers during each visit.
22

Shin feels those previous visits abroad,

home means rest and

1 986 and his doctorate in 1 99 1 , both from
the University of Wyoming.
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burn it. But burning and

Burckhard

chemical treatment kills
the oil, and all of the e are
expensive treatments," she
said. "With phytorernediation,
you don't remove the soil,

conducts research at

you treat it with vegetation

EROS

P

and the soil. The vegetation
treats the petroleum as a food
source, degrading it. When it's
done, the oil i still

!anting appropriate vegetation in contaminated
soil i. a proven method of cleanup, though
expensive in more remote areas. Dr. Suzette

Burckhard, assistant professor in the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering, is searching for a
solution to that problem.
Burckhard is participating in the Faculty Research
Program spon ored by the South Dakota

pace Grant

Conso1tium. The ol jectives of the program are to
engage faculty members in the re earch programs at the
ERO

suitable to the contamination

Data Center ( E DC), to establish continuing

relationships between faculty members and their
profes ional peers at EDC, and to enhance research
interests and capabilities of cience and engineering
faculty members. Burckhard is hoping to develop a
more cost-effective way to apply phytoremediation
technique in remote areas.
Phytorernediation is the use of vegetation to
remediate or stabilize a contaminated soil. According to
Burckhard, vegetation planted in petroleum, organic
chemical and/or heavy metal contaminated soil , cleans
up or stabilizes the site.
"Jn soils contaminated with petroleum or
hydrocarbons, studie have shown that without
vegetation, the microbial population cannot degrade
all of the contaminant that is present," she said. "By
introducing plants to the system, microbes have a

and the contaminants can diffuse in at lower, �ess toxic
region around the plant roots where they can thrive

concentrations, allowing more of the contaminant
to be degraded."
Burckhard says that there are different options
available when it comes to cleaning up contamination.
But phytoremediation is a more natural method that
helps the earth cleanse itself.
"There are several ways to clean up a gasoline

ii. It' les

expensive and less intrusive."
Less expensive, that is, when the site isn ·r too far
away. Ln order to asse s the success of a phyto
remediation project, the health of the plant and the
movement of the contaminant need to be evaluated.
Plants are harvested at intervals and analyzed for
greenness, biomass, overall appearance, and chemical
analysis of the biomass for contaminant uptake. For
remote field sites, the cost involved in a sessing these
parameters become prohibitive, e pecially for large sites
where more sampling may be necessary.
This is where Burckhard' EROS research comes
into play. She is hoping to prove the cost effectiveness
of remote sensing in phytoremediation. Remote sen ing
techniques, which include the use of aerial and
satellite photographs, are often used in the agricultural
industry to assess the growth of different crop varieties,
and have used similar parameters a those required
in a phytoremediation proj ct. Burckhard feels
fortunate to have access to EDC's remote sensing data
for her research.
" It is really the perfect place for this research,"
Burckhard said. "ERO

ha available aerial and atellite

photos which can provide information related to the
health of vegetation, and help assess if phytorernedi
ation will work."
Remote sensing would eliminate much of the
physical checking, aving time and expense on distant
sites. It would reduce analytical costs, while making it
possible to work with larger ite .
Burckhard will present her results on campu

in

early 1 998 and again in May at the annual meeting of
the Environmental Prot ction Agency's Regions 7 and 8
G reat Plains/Rocky Mountains Hazardous

ubstance

Research Center.

spill, for instance. You can dig it up and end the soil
to the landfill. You can treat it with chemicals. You can
23
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n 1 957 when he
left behind a
promising future

as an engineer
with a

realized that

he wa changing
jobs for the la t time.
After five year with
the Boeing Air Plane
Company, where he
analyst, Koepsell decided
to embark on a new

year

�

rty

later, he is

preparing for
the adventure
of retirement.
"On the
day I received
my five-year pin
from Boeing, the
vice pre idem of
engineering told me
I had a great future
with the company,"'
Koepsell

aid. "That's

when I told him that I
had accepted a teaching
job here at SDSU."
Koep ell
a si tam profe

\

a

named an

or of

in L 965. From 196

or

to l 976 he

served as director of research and
data processing, and from 1975 to

1 98 1 was director of the computing
center. Koepsell achieved profe. sor
emeritus status in 1 99 .
A Canova native, and 1 952

,

D

engineering graduate, Koep ell earned
hi, master' degree at University of
Wa hington during his tenure at Boeing.
'\ hile indu try had provided numerou
chal lenges for the young engineer thought
.
of teaching alway lingered in his mind.
'" I a lways felt that I might like teaching,"
Koepsell said. "That i. why I took this job. I think
teaching is a terribly rewarding occupation. It's fun to
see students understand something."
Over the years he had ample opportunity to wit ness
that understanding, thanks to a ful l teaching load that

more int rested in grading on how a student worked the
problem. I also feel obligated to make comment . That's a lot
more helpful to the student
"When I

than a check mark," Koeps ll said.

tarted, I would give a quiz in class, and immediately go

to my office and correct them. But a

the years have gone on, it

gets harder. I drag my feet. and find any excu e to put it off.
Though I do try Lo get things handed back in a timely manner. ..
hal lenges that accompany forty years of

college-level instruction, Koepsell ha witne sec! his hare of
changes within the College of Engineering and the Univer ity. as
computers and technology.
"The technology in teaching, such as RDT

and computer

ba ed instruction, is amazing. But they are no sub titute for one
on-one interaction," he said. " I f you can

it clown with

tudents

and see them \vork on a problem, and see what is troubling
them, that make a difference."
That interaction, he admits, will be one of the most difficult
parts of his job to leave behind. 'Tm going to mi s teaching. Of
all the thing

I'll mi s, I ' l l miss that the mo t," he said. "One thing

about it i that you work on a rigid schedule. Your day is
planned as oon as it tart . Free, unplanned days might present
a problem for me at first."
But Koepsell won't have to give up teaching cold turkey. He
will have the opportunity to ea e out of the profession by
teaching a course once each week in

ioux Fall , during the

pring semester. After that, he will concentrate on other intere ts
with his wife, Delores, who retired as a regi tered nurse in May.
"\Xie plan to so some remodeling and

ome traveling. We're

putting a two-room addition on our house, with a basement
"My wife and I are consummate train riders. We 've traveled by

ociate

professor in 1 958, and profe

grading

under it where I 'd like to build a model train display," he aid.

mechani al engineering at
D U in 1 957, a

proved more

wel l . One of the most notable, he says, was the introduction of

career-teaching at
w,

one thing, though, that he ay

Along with the

tructural

D U.

him. There wa

papers. Correct answer are important, but in a timed exam I'm

Koepsell may not

erved as a

in one

challenging with each pa sing year.
"There is one drawback to teaching and that i

eartle

company, Paul
hav

ometimes put him in charge of as many as six cour e

term. But teaching that many classes never posed a problem for

train in Europe, China, Aus11alia, and the

nited

tate , and now

I ' m t rying to arrange a train trip from Vlaclivastok to Mo cow."
1o matter how far he travels from Brooking , Koepsell will
take \Vith him many fond memories of

D

. One of his most

cherished, is also one of his earliest.
"One of my greatest memories is of the very first class I ever
.

taught. They were a remarkable group, and unusually talented, .
he said. '"I never worked o;o hard in my life. just keeping them

busy. That was a challenging way to begin my teaching career.··
Perhaps one of the most rewarding aspects of his career is
talking with his students after they graduate. Something he hopes
will continue.
" I 've crossed paths with many of my students over the years,
everal times in airports. Once they tell me their name, I can
remember them, and the class they took from me," he said. ·· i t is
always a nice surprise. "
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Helder

directs
E ngi neering Research

I

n the past ten years, the College of
Engineering's research funding has

A faculty member since 1 985, Helder
credits the increase in research and its

increased nearly twenty-fold. To

funding to strong leadership within the

contend with that growth, a veteran

College. "Dean Buckley had a vision to

faculty member has been appointed to

develop more research within the College

oversee the administrative management of

of Engineering," Helder said, "and Dean

the College's research effoits.

Sander has carried that out."

Dennis Helder, associate professor in
the Depa11ment of Electrical Engineering,

According to Helder, Buckley and
ander encouraged young faculty

is now al o the director of Engineering

members to finish their doctoral degrees

Research. The main objective of his

and return to SDSU. They came back,

position, he says, is to provide a research

Helder says, excited about research.

infrastructure for faculty members.
"My duties are to coordinate
research, develop research, and support

"Doctoral research offers people the
opportunity to discover new things and
solve problems, and persuades them to

it," he said. "By support, I mean provide

continue doing it," he said. "As a result, in

tools, insight, and direction necessa1y for

the last ten years research funding has

faculty members to take their expertise

gone from less than $ 100,000 per year, to

and develop it into productive research. "
Helder, who will continue teaching in

nearly

2 million."

Helder's projects alone account for

100,000 of the College's

the College, said he will also assi t faculty

more than

members in clearing hurdles that

annual research funding. He is currently

accompany grant applications, proposal

developing methods for removing

writing, and the university system.

radiometric errors from aerial and satellite

These duties, however, aren't new to

imagery, and is helping create an aircraft

Helder. He also performed them during

fuel that is purely alcohol.

three years that he served as director of
the Engineering and Environmental

grew up out ide of Canton. He received

Born in

ioux City, Iowa, Helder

Research Center (EERC). The increase in
research activities, and the commitment
by Helder to five of his own research

three degrees from SDSU, including a

projects. convinced administrators to split
the EERC responsibilitie into two

engineering in 1 980, and a master of

separate jobs. Helder's new position is not
part of the EERC, which has since been
restructured as the Engineering Resource
Ce nter (ERC) .

and their children, Virginia, Benjamin,
Camden, Lara, and Ethan.

bachelor of science in animal science in
1 979, a bachelor of science in electrical
science in engineering in 1 985. He earned
his doctorate in engineering from North
Dakota State University in 199 1 .
A n avid small aircraft pilot, Helder
resides near DeSmet with his wife, Susan,

•

Aro u n d Campus

Larry Browning recently

participated i n a ational Science
Foundation Chautauqua course,
" sing ew Technologies for
Teaching I ntroductory Astronomy," at
the College of St. Catherine in St.
Paul . The course was designed help
college faculty strengthen their
content and delivery of an
introducto1y astronomy course using
the newest technologies available.
Participants used the Internet a a
source of content material and
laborat01y data image a naly is.
Browning, a n associate professor,
teache- astronomy and physics.
Alfred Andrawis was awarded the

IEEE Outstanding Branch Counselor
a nd Advisor Award for 1997. p to
ten such awards may be given each
year to more than 900 Branch
Counselors and over 200 Branch
Chapter Advisors throughout the
world. Andrawis is an as ociate
professor in the Department of
Electrical Engineering.
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New facu lty, assign ments
Name: Ross Abraham

in mathematics, Northwestern University,

cu rrently lives in Rapid City with their

Appointment: Assistant professor of

1 986.

children, Patrick and Brianna. Kelley's

mathematics

Personal Notes: An Aberdeen native,

interests include working with the

Professional Emphasis Area: Abstract

Cogswell enjoys bike riding and playing

Catholic Campus Parish Council, hiking,

algebra

the bass trombone.

travel ing, walking, biking, and learning

Educational Background: Bachelor's

new computer application software.

degree in mathematics and computer
science, Augustana College, 1 990;

Name: Pat Emmons

Master's degree in mathematics, the

Appointment: Assistant professor, civil

Name: Kasiviswanath Muthukumarappan

University of Montana, 1 993; Doctor's

and environmental engineering

Appointment: Assistant professor of

degree in mathematics, the University

Professional Emphasis Area:

agricultural engineering

of Houston, 1 997.

Hydrology and ground water

Professional Emphasis Area: Food

Personal Notes: Originally from

Educational Background: Bachelor's

and biomaterial engineering

Alcester, South Dakota, Abraham lives

degree in mathematics and physics,

Educational Background: Bachelor's
degree in mathematics, India, 1 98 1 ;

I nterests include singing and playing

Winona State University, 1 968; Master's
degree in geology, Northern Arizona

chess, running and bike riding.

University, 1 975.

engineering, India, 1 985; Master's

Personal Notes: After an early
retirement from the federal government,

degree in food engineering, Thailand,
1 988; Doctor's degree in agricultural

- in Brookings with his wife, Julie.

Name: Suzette Burckhard

Emmons moved to Dell Rapids with his

engineering, University of Wisconsin,

Appointment: Assistant professor of

wife, Pat. They have two daughters,

1 993.

civil and environmental engineering

Jennifer and Susan. Spare time interests

Personal Notes: Kasiviswanath, who

Professional Emphasis Area:

include hunting, fishing, and

was born in India, lives in Brookings with

Contaminate transport, water resources,

woodworking.

his wife, Eswari, and their seven-year-old
daughter, Arthy. He enjoys reading,

and hydrologic processes
Educational Background: Bachelor's

playing tennis, and traveling during his

degree in engineering physics, South

Name: Wayne Haug

Dakota State University, 1 986;

Appointment: Part-time instructor in

Master's degree in physics, Kansas

Construction Management Program

spare time.

State University, 1 992; Master's degree

Professional Emphasis Area: Blue

in chemical engineering, Kansas State

print reading and construction surveying

Appointment: Fabrication technician in

Educational Background: Bachelor's

electrical engineering

engineering, Kansas State University,

degree in civil engineering, SDSU, 1 968;

Professional Emphasis Area:

1 997.

Master's degree in civil engineering,

Electronics

Personal Notes: Burckhard grew up in

SDSU, 1 969.

Educational Background: Cu rrently

Brookings and graduated from Huron

Personal Notes: Originally from Brandt,

working toward his bachelor's degree in

High School. She lives in Brookings

South Dakota, Haug and his wife, Karla,

electronic engineering. Has attended the

with her husband, Tim, and son,

live in Brookings with their two

University of South Dakota in Springfield,

daughters, Kathy and Karleen. Interests

South Dakota, Southwest State

include hunting and attending SDSU's

University, and SDSU.

sports events.

Personal Notes: A Springfield, South

, University, 1 993; Doctor's degree in civil

Jakob, born last February.

Name: Brian Ludens

Name: Kurt Cogswell

Dakota, native, Ludens lives in Brookings

Appointment: Assistant professor

with his wife, Kim, and his two

Professional Emphasis Area:

Name: Richard Kelley

daughters, four-year-old Mary and one

Dynamical systems i n mathematics

Appointment: Assistant professor of

year-old Stephanie.

Educational Background: Bachelor's

physics

degree in physics, the Massachusetts

Professional Emphasis Area: Remote

Institute of Technology, 1 978; Master's

sensing and instrumentation

Name: Carrie Mattson

degree in mathematics, North Dakota

Educational Background: Bachelor's

Appointment: Coordinator of MET

State University, 1 99 1 ; Doctor's degree

degree in mathematics, Lehigh

Program and the Center of Excellence

U niversity, 1 968; Bachelor's degree in

Lecture series

From top:
Recayi Pecen
Chuck Pawloski
Wayne Haug
Alex Moutsoglou
Kasiviswanath Muthukumarappan
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Bachelor's degree in agricultural

electrical engineering, Lehigh University,

Professional Emphasis Area: MET

1 969; Master's degree in physics. Sam

Program (Manufacturing Engineering

Houston State University, 1 978; Doctor's

Technology), focuses on broad subject of

degree in physics, Colorado State

practical manufacturing

University, 1 984.

Educational Background: Bachelor's

Personal Notes: The Harrisburg,

degree in metallurgical engineering,

Pennsylvania, native lives in Brookings,

Michigan Technological U niversity, 1 990;

while his wife, Angela Petersen-Kelley,

Master's degree i n industrial engineering

Faculty •
technology with an emphasis in industrial

State University, anticipated graduation, May

Personal Notes: Born in

management and technology, Central

1 998.

Bridgewater, South Dakota,

Michigan University, 1 993.

Personal Notes: Pawloski lives in

Schaal and his wife, Madeline,

Personal Notes: After seven years as an

Brookings while his wife, Janice, lives in

have an eight-month-old son,

advanced development engineer at Hitachi

Michigan with their two children, five-year
old Luke and eighteen-month-old Kristen.

Isaac. Spare time activities

Magnetics Corp. in Edmore, Michigan,
Mattson moved to Brookings with her cat,

During his spare time he enjoys golfi ng.

include hunting and fishing.

Portia. Other interests include an antique
Name: Harvey Svec

silver collection, reading, and art.
Name: Recayi Pecen

Appointment: Permanent faculty,

Appointment: Electrical engineering

MET Program, instructor

Name: Alex Moutsoglou

instructor

Professional Emphasis Area:

Appointment: Professor of mechanical

Professional Emphasis Area: Electrical

MET Program (Manufacturing

engineering

power systems, electrical machinery,

Engineering Technology),

Professional Emphasis Area: Thermofluid

applications of signals and systems and

engineering graphics

science

state estimation.

Educational Background:

Educational Background: Bachelor's

Educational Background: Bachelor's

Bachelor's degree in industrial

deg ree in mechanical engineering, 1 973;
Master's degree in mechanical engineering,

degree in electronical engineering, Istanbul

arts education, SDSU, 1 968;

Technical University, 1 986; Master's degree

Master's degree in education,
SDSU, 1 974.

1 974; Doctor's degree in mechanical

in control and computer engineering,

engineering, 1 977, all from the University of

Istanbul Technical University, 1 990; Master's

Personal Notes: Employed at

Missouri-Rolla.

degree in electronical engineering,

SDSU for four years on

Personal Notes: After spending a year in

University of Colorado, 1 993; Doctor's

emergency hire, Svec lives near

his native G reece, Moutsoglou has returned

deg ree in electronical engineering,

Brookings with his wife, Harriet,

to SDSU. He and his wife, Joyce, have four

and their two high school sons,

daughters, Daphne, age eleven, Maria, age

University of Wyoming, 1 997.
Personal Notes: Pecen, originally from

ten, Nefeli, age seven, and Lena, age two.

Istanbul, Turkey, and his wife, Oznur, have

junior. Recently Svec and his

Adam, a senior, and Joe, a

Spare time interests include reading and

two sons, four-year-old Furkan and Fatih,

brother restored their

driving his daughters to numerous dance

who was born September 4. Spare time

grandfather's antique tractor.

and instrumental music rehearsals.

interests include fishing and swimming.
Name: Tim Wittig
Appointment: Assistant

Name: Oren Quist

Name: John Reposa

professor, statistics and

Appointment: Department head, physics
Professional Emphasis Area: All physics

Appointment: Associate professor,

mathematics

construction management

Professional Emphasis Area:

areas, including solid state physics

Professional Emphasis Area: Construction

Statistician, statistical

Educational Background: Bachelor's

estimating, projecUconstruction safety

consulting, and teaching

degree in physics and mathematics,

Educational Background: Bachelor's

Educational Background:

Gustavus Adolphus College, 1 965; Master's

degree in engineering, Roger Williams

Bachelor's degree in

degree in physics, University of Denver,

College, 1 974; Bachelor's degree i n civil and

mathematics, SDSU, 1 976;

1 967; Doctor's degree in physics, University

environmental engineering, U niversity of

Master's degree in statistics,

of Denver, 1 973.
Persona l Notes: Born in St. Peter,

Rhode Island, 1 98 1 ; Master's degree in civil

Michigan State University, 1 978;

engineering with an emphasis in

Doctor's degree in statistics,

Minnesota, Quist has been at SDSU for

construction management, Florida Institute

Michigan State University, 1 98 1 .

twelve years. He lives in Brookings with his

of Technology, 1 989; Doctor's degree in civil

Personal Notes: Originally

wife, Karen, and they have two sons, Scot
and Eric. Woodworking, hiking, walking,

engineering and water resources, Florida

from Nebraska, Wittig now lives in

Institute of Technology, 1 996.

Brookings while his wife,

fishing and hunting are some of his outside
interests.

Personal Notes: Originally from Newport,

Deborah, is in Mississippi

Rhode Island, Reposa is an avid bicyclist

completing her Ph.D. in

and also enjoys step aerobics and downhill

sociology. He has two step

skiing.

daughters, Angi and Mitzi, who
both live in Alabama. Wittig

Name: Charles Pawloski
Appointment: Electrical engineering
instructor
Professiona l Emphasis Area: Power
systems in electronical engineering
Educational Background: Bachelor's
degree in electronical engineering, Michigan
Tech, 1 990; Bachelor's deg ree in

collects coins and stamps.
Name: Dan Schaal .
Appointment: Assistant professor of
mathematics
Professional Emphasis Area:
Combinatorics {discreet mathematics)
Educational Background: Bachelor's
degree in chemistry and physics, SDSU,
1 982; Master's degree in mathematics,

engineering administration, Michigan Tech,
1 990; Master's degree in electronical
en gineering, Iowa State University, 1 993;

SDSU, 1 988; Doctor's degree in

working on finishing doctorate degree, Iowa

mathematics, University of Idaho, 1 994.

From top:
Oren Qu ist
Dan Schaal
Carrie Mattson
Suzette Burckhard
Brian Ludens
Ross Abraham
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Texan

awarded degree sixty-three
years after leaving South
Dakota State 1s campu

N

ew college graduares fa e imilar
trial of ecuring employment,
relocating, and beginning l ifelong

career . But one of D

mosr recem

graduates ha already accompli heel rhose
thing , and more.
In the fall,

eil

tewart of El Paso,

Texas, received hi bachelor of cience
degree- ome ixty-thr e year after
leaving

chool,

tewan was just

a tad bit short of graduating-one credit
short, to be exact. That"s what Dr. Jo
Campbell a 19 2

0

alumna and

tewart' great-niece, di covered one day
during a campu vi it.
··

graduated until a recent conversation with
my clad," he aid. "I decided to check into
ibility of gening him an honora1y

degree, and that's when I found out just
how close he had actually been to earning
.
his degree in electrical engineering..
Though requirement for an electrical
engineering degree have changed over the
year , it wa determined that Srewart had
enough credit to ati fy the requirem nts
for a bachelor of cience degree.

o

Campbell decided to plan a graduation
eremony for her great uncle.
"I think rhat someone �vho spent many
years in active and re erve army duty, as
well a developing and managing a
uccessful busines , needs to receive his
earned diploma," he said.
To keep the ceremony a surprise.
tewart's family invented a sto1y to get him
into the administration building. Once
there they ushered him into the president's
office, where he says he was overwhelmed
to find additional family members,

,

O, U

President Robert \: agner and hi staff
waiting for him. Pre idem Wagner, donned
in his traditional commencement robe,
presented
'·

28

express my heartfelt thanks to Pre idem
Wagner and my family."
to finishing his degree,

rewart had no

choice but ro leave when he did.
chedulecl to graduate in 1 934,

rewart

attended school during an era when many
familie couldn't afford to put food on the
table, let alone finance a college education.
"I left for financial reasons," tewart aid.

1 wasn't aware that he hadn't

the po

" Word

While he wa aware that he was close

rate's campu .

When he left

said.

tewart his diploma.

I was so surprised and touched. " he

" It was during the Depre sion, and we
needed the money. I had to go to work. "
tewart's clays o n campus were
ucldenly replaced by days working at a
Brookings filling station. Though he knew
working was necessary, he missed raking
clas es with his friends. "I really enjoyed
going to school, and it � as difficult to
leave my clas mates," he said. "I enjoyed
my stay here-every bit of it."
H is job did allow him to meet many
people, including a manager from
International Harvester ( I H ) headquarter in
Illinois. The gentleman told rewan that if
he gained some experience in the farm
implement industry, he could come to
work at IH.

tewart took the advice, and

ecured employment with the local
farmers cooperative. He then went to work
with IH in Watertown and, a few years
later, was transferred to company
headquarters in Chicago.

Theatre of War. During the Bartle of the
Bulge,

tewart and his company were

caprured and made pri oner of war.
his r rum to the United

as igned to the 1 1 th Re erve Corps in
Loui . He owned

pon

tares, he wa
r.

tewart Truck and

Equipment Company in Dixon, Illinoi ,
until his retirement, at which time he
relocated to Texa .
tewart's fir t wife, Dorothy, died in
19 0. He married Dorothy Gares in June
1 97 1 . He and his wife return to campus
every ummer, and stay current with
campus happenings through several
publications. Though many decades have
pass cl ince his day as a student,
still remember fondly hi

time ar

rewart
tare.

"One of my favorire memorie is of
the many parades on our beautiful campu
that the infantry would put on," he aid.
"One time, John Phillips ouza, a friend
of Profe sor (Carl) Chri tensen, came
and conducted the band. It was a really
great event."
ow that he has earned his degree,
Stewart, who enjoys golf. traveling and
remaining a tive in military organizations,
has big plan. for hi, future. He will return
to school. At the age of eighty-five, he ha
developed an interest in computers and
will enroll at either the Universiry of Texa. El Paso or a community college.

Just as the Depres ion interfered with
tewan' education, in 194 1 World War II
interrupted his career. I n July of that year,
he was called to active dury.
tewan was an infantry company
commander in the 1 06th Division when it
was ordered over eas to the European

Neil Stewart is flanked by his wife, Dorothy, and
Robert Wagner, after receiving his bachelor of
science degree.
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Su m mer job led

Belsaas
from engineering to

medicine
D U biology graduate who works a a

Editor's note: In our last issue, we

analyzing a wide range of images,

featured Pam A rment as one of

including x-rays, CAT scans, ultrasounds

stockbroker, met and married a college

and Mills. That variety keeps her work

students.

exciting, Belsaas said.

free hour with their three children:

three women to g raduate from
electrical engineering in 1978. We

"Every film and every study I do is

ow mey spend mo t of their

Kristin, Erik, and Andrew.

have since learned that there was a

different," she said. "I might read a chest

Belsaas also devotes some of her time

fourth, Rebecca Belsaas.

X-ray, men an ultrasound Of a baby, then

to educating others. Each year, she teaches

a CAT can of a head."

radiology to a class of third-year medical

S

ummer jobs are always impo1tant to
college tudents. But for Dr.
Rebe ca (Lees) Belsaas, one
summer job wa n't ju t important;

for her it wa life-changing.
While pur uing her electrical
engineering degree at

D

, Belsaa spent

two summers working for Medtronics in
\linneapolis. The job meshed perfectly
with tl1e former nursing major's intere t in
biomedical engineering.

ltimately,

though, her co-workers at Medtronic led
Belsaa away from engineering.
"While I wa mere, some of the
engineer said that if I really wanted to get
mto biomedical engineering, I might want
to think about getting an M . D . , " Belsaas
said. "I got back to Brookings and had

Belsaas also enjoys h r capacity to
a lot to medicine," he said. "Just about

always challenging," he aid. "When my

every patient has ome contact wim
radiology, whether wim the diagno i or
the treatment."
Working in medicine ha not meant
leaving ngineering behind entirely,
Belsaas said.

he called on her

•

men pent

another four years studying radiology at
the University of Iowa. Her pecialization
in radiology stemmed naturally from the
interest in computers and omer electronic
equipment that had originally led her

very different if not for one teacher:
Duane

ancler, dean of the Colleg of

student, Sander was her advisor.

D

he

knowledge of phy ics and required her to

credits him with helping her get the

under rand me working of everal

summer job mat pointed her toward

machine and in trument .

medicine as a career.

"My engineering background is very

"Dr.

ander wa a very good teacher

important, because the equipment we use

who was there for hi students outside of

is very sophisticated," Belsaas aid. " or

class," Belsaas said. "I felt like I could ju t

only the hardware, but a lot of the

drop in and he'd help me."

th

field, and it has kept me interested. "
Technology i important t o Belsaas in

other ways, as well. Like the other
radiologist in her office, she make use of
teleradiography software to receive and

In spite of some unpleasant treks
aero s campus in the winter, Belsaa calls
her time at

D

"the be t" of her twelve

years of higher education. The people
made me difference, she said.
"Everyone was friendly, both rudents
and teachers," she aid. "I really have fond

analyze x-ray images on her home

memorie of SD

computer. The software sometimes saves

good education there. I felt I could have

her a midnight drive to the hospital during

gone anywhere after I graduated."

into engineering.

her weekly night "on call."

Since 1 986, Belsaas has worked a a
diagn ostic radiologist with Radiology

woman balancing family and career.

Associates in Rapid City. The job involves

Clearly, education is a priority for
Bel aas. Her own life might have been

radiology boards, which tested her

Engineering helped make me interested in

chool for four year

tudents are enthu ia tic about learning,
l ' m very enmusia tic about teaching."

Engineering. When Belsaa was an

so I wa really scrambling."

"-ledical

he finds teaching "fun and

engineering education when taking her

software we u e is con tantly changing.

attended the University of South Dakota

niver ity of outh

Dakota.

two days to get my MCAT application in,
After graduating from SD U, Belsaa

students from the

make a difference. "I tl1ink we contribute

. I also felt I got a very

Any extra time is important to a
Belsaas and her husband, Richard, a 1 978
29
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put rothers project on track.!or succes
Recent gifts through Visionsfor

the Future

have brought the Crothers Engineering

Edd Storey called the
, chmiclt and Holt gifts

I Iall renovation and addition a level of

important parts in the

support that ensures its ultimate ucce s.

success of the Crother

The engineering project has so far

project. "They are a

received about $2.8 million in gifts and

wonderful indication

pledges, with verbal commitments

of the level of

exceeding

1 million, said Edel Storey,

suppon of

interim director of Development at the

graduates for the

SD U Foundation. TI1e total of $3.8 million

College of

exceeds the original goal of 3.2 million.

Engineering,"

One major gift came from Alyn Holt
of Cheny Hill,

ew jersey, a 1 959

electrical engineering graduate who

Ron Schmidt (top) and Alyn Holt are
among the many contributors who

Storey said. "They

have brought the vision of the College

have really made a

of Engineering's expansion to fruition.

ignificant difference

donated 100 , 000 shares of stock from

in our ability to make

inTEST Corporation. Holt is co-founder,

the addition a reality and

president, chairman, and chief executive

to make clear to the legislature that

motivated by the "great opportunity and

officer of inTE T, which produces

support for the project and the College of

value" of his SDSU education to

interface products for use with automatic

Engineering is there."

contribute $390,000 to four unique gift

test equipment by semiconductor

Another type of gift wa the result of

annuities for his four grandchildren. Each
annuity has two beneficiaries: the non

manufacturers, as well as test pockets,

a campaign organized by Bill Brinker,

interface boards, and probing assemblies.

who earned two civil engineering degree

charitable ( H untemer's granclchilcl), and

from SD

the charitable ( OS ).

Holt hopes that his gift, valued at

: a bachelor's in 1 973 and a

more than $ 1 .4 million, will help SDSU

master's in 1977. Brinker, a vice president

continue to offer a quality engineering

of HOR, Incorporated, and the manager of

earnings will provide

education to its students. Duane Sander,

the company's Sioux Falls office,

perpetuity for programs at SOS . Of that

clean of the College of Engineering, feels

contacted H DR's nineteen SDSU

amount, ninety percent will be directed

the gift will do just that.

engineering alumni about contributing to

toward the College of Engineering. The

"This contribution was the large t in
this engineering campaign and it really

the Croth rs addition and renovation.
" ! was rather surprised at the

Beginning immediately, the fund's
1 0,000 a year in

remaining ten percent will fund a track
scholarship in memory of Huntemer's

solidified our efforts toward our final goal

response we got back," Brinker said.

father, Percy, a 1 9 1 1 engineering graduate

of $3.2 million in private funds for the

"When the information was sent out,

and a jackrabbit trackster.

addition,"

almost all of the graduates were

ancler said. "It indicated the

confidence that our successful alumni
have in our on-going programs. We
appreciate their generosity and support."
The Crothers project has received

immediate in providing a response. "
Also instrumental t o the success of
the HOR campaign

was

Richard Bell, HOR

president. Bell, who earned his bachelor's

All these diverse gifts and pledges to
the College of Engineering allow the
Crothers project to move forward, Dean
Duane Sander said.
"We have requested that a building

in civil engineering in 1968 and his

committee be formed by the Board of

months. Ronald Schmidt, co-chainnan of

master's in general engineering in 1 970

Regents and the state engineer," he said.

the board of Artesyn Technologies and a

from SD U, authorized a company match

"As soon as that committee is formed, we

1 963 electrical engin ering graduate, has

for the money raised by the employees.

will proceed to select an architectural/

pledged $500,000. He views the gift as a

The result was a total gift of $35, 1 00,

engineering firm to do final designs and

thank-you for his education and hopes it

which will be used to sponsor and

bid specifications. We will then publish

will benefit SOS

develop a civil engineering laboratory in

those specifications for construction

the Crothers addition.

contractors to bid. We'd like to finish that

several other generous gifts in recent

engineering students

and faculty alike.
"You have to have decent facilities
in order to teach," Schmidt said. 'Tm

Other SDSU alumni are choosing to
uppon the project through careful

sure the expan ion is going to be very

planning. Robe1t Huntemer, a 1 944

positive step."

electrical engineering graduate, was

30

entire process in order that contractors
can begin construction and renovation a
early as possible."

• Alu m n i Briefs
Dale Bucks '66/M.S.'68 ren:ntly ach ieved
Fellow status in the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers.

member of ASAE

for twenty-seven years, Bucks serves as a
nmional program leader with Water Quality
and Water Management. USDA-ARS,

Willis Nesheim '58 is de oting time to
of his creations arc located at St. Mark's
Missouri; the H ighmore ( South Dakota)

a new hobby-religious a n in wood. A number

nitcd Methodist Church, Mount Aubourn,
nited Methodist Church; and in the Bishop and

District Superintendent Offices, Missouri East Conference 1:3uilding. Nesheim, a retired
chief engineer from McDonnell Douglas, l ives in Hazelwoc xl, Missouri.

Stuart Wevik '84 has been named Rapid City Arca manager of Black I ! i lls Power and

Beltsville, Maryland.

Randy Liebl '94 is an electronic
warfare reprogramming engineer with the
Air Force. I n December

Light. I n his previous position with the company, Wevik se1ved as the ma nager of
distribution.

1 997, he received

his master's in business administration from
Okla homa City

niversity. He and his wife,

Janece. a re now living in Cresrview,
Florida, with their new daughter, Tyler
Gabrielle.

Kerwyn Mach '6 1/M.S.'66/Ph.D.'71
ret ired from Wright Laboratory at Wright

We

want to hear from you!

l lave you moved, accepted a new position, gotten married, given talks in

Patterson AFB, Ohio, after more than thiny

your community, received an advanced degree, or had an addition to your

five years of se1vice. Most recent ly, Mach

family? Everyone at the CoUege of Engineering and your classmates want

has worked on the

ational Aero pace

Plane ( NASP) project and in the Small

to know what has been happening with you .

Business I n novative Research ( B I R )
program . His last project w a s a sma l l ,
remorely-piloted airplane, t h e LoFlyte. I t

Popular cience magazine as
one of the top 1 00 new ideas for 1 996, and

w a s picked b y

the Small Business Administration gave
Mach and his team the Tibbetts Award for
the most effective use of the SBIR program
in

1 996. Since ret irement, Mach and his

wife, Janice (Brooking) '62/'79/M.A.'82
now travel and work on home pr ojects.
Mach is a l so collaborating on a biography
of Dr. Hans von Ohain, the inventor of the
jet engine for aircraft.
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_
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College of E n gineering
oulh Dakota State University
Box 2 2 1 9
Brookings S D 57007-0096

phone (605) 688-4 1 6 1

Merlyn Isaak '57 continues to work
in the San Francisco Bay area on
construction materials engineering and
QA/QC in construction. He is affil iated with
Signet Laboratories in Hayward, California,
working on projects such a s the San
Francisco City Hall and the Golden Gate
Bridge seismic retrofits. He and his wife,

'57, have a home in the Santa
Cruz mountains.
!'aye Ankrun

Jamie Horton '90 was named for a
second time as a member of the Top Ten
Cl u b for The Trane Company. Members of
the Tra ne Top Ten Club are recognized for
their creativity, responsibility, and technical
competence. A sales engineer, Honon l ives
111 Manchester, Missouri, and joined The

f'rane Company in

1 990.
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lub

Dean's
Contributions
made to the
Greater State
Fund
January
1 996-

0.

john W. Addink

Gregg A. Christiansen

Marian L. Fillbrandt

Stanley

Daniel and Virginia Amundson

Russell E. Christiansen

Mary Ann and Andre ].

Joseph and Rachael Honner

Byron J. and Lynda A.

David and Barbara Christianson

Fischbach

Hoium

W. Bunon and Gladys Horsted

Kenneth D. Christianson

David M. and Shelley R. Frazee

Honon Indu tries, Inc.

Delwyn D. Anderson

Craig E. Christie

Russ C. Frerichs

Warren and Denise Hovland

Harvey D. Anderson

M. Lucille Christoffersen

Leif E. Frevik

Hughes Aircraft Company

Ho-An Au

Shu Tung and Alice Chu

Gerald G. and Nanette B. Frick

Cletis M. Jackson

Ronald C. Backer

Cunis and Julie Clemen

Eugene B. Frykman

Roben A. Jacobson

Brent L. Bargmann

Dean and Judy Cocldington

Carl and Virginia Furchner

Roland and Deloris Jensen

Anderson

·

May 1 997

Vernon L. Baumberger

Leon D. Crossman

Basilio and Geenji Gonzalez

Support from alumni,

Thomas B. Beason

Leland L. Day

Harold W. Grace

David L. Juttelscad

Mary J. Bechtel

Max M. and Marilyn R. DeLong

Timothy P. Graf

James

Richard and Rebecca Belsaas

Dean A. De San

Frederick W. Grothem

Roben C. and Shirley R. Kay

Keith and Glynn Banels

corporate donors, and
friends has come to be
essential to institutions of
higher education.
made possible the

Roger A. Garren

Hans G. Jepson

Roben M. Crooks

Roben

. Ganhune

Dean H. Johnson
Gene A. Johnson

L.

F.

Kahler

Gayland J. Bender

Roben C. De Yaney

Larry P. Gunderson

john

Herman I. Berg

Ario B. and Barbara DeKraai

Richard L. Gunderson

David ]. Keen

Gerald and Shirley Bergum

Marion K. Dempster

Dale A. and Barbara A. Haack

Daniel C. and Michele A. Kemp

Richard A. Berreth

Donna R. and Gary

Brian P. Bierschbach

Roel Devine (deceased)

Roger V. and Frieda A. Bigham

Scott A. Dooley

Contributions have
development of activities

ancy ]. and jerry L. Cotton

Andrew and Angela Barnett

L.

Denman

L.

Lawrence

William

&

Kathleen Kennealley

Samuel G. Kenzy

and Sharon

Hansen

eal D. Drefke

Richard E. Billion

William and Carol Hagedorn

Keane

Harry ]. and Denice Knapp

Seth T. and Ann M. Hansen

Paul and Delores Koepsell

Richard N. Bjorklund

Terry and Loretta Druyvestein

Michael R. Harn1s

James K. Kopperud

Francis and Beverly Blaze

Burdene H. Dugdale

Harold E. Harrison

Craig E. Kreyger

Gary L. Bleeker

G. R. (Bob) Durland

nation's leaders in

C. Roben and Sara J. Blizzard

Thomas and Dorothy Durland

Philip B. Hasken

Ronald J. La Vallee

Lori S. Bocklund

Douglas A. and Kry tal R.

john D. Hauge

Darrell and Vicki Larson

engineering education.

Larry and Christine Boever

that have won recognition
for the College of
Engineering as one of the

We have benefited,
and those who have been
share with us the
satisfaction that comes

&

Athene M.

Eberlein
James

Lewis and Danelle Brown

0.

and Evelyn J.

Edwards

K. Marvin and Eleanor Bue

&

Barbara B. Hayter

Elwin M. and Mary ]. Larson

Steven M. Healy

Les and Connie Larson

William C. Healy

Lorys J. Larson

Ronald and Margaret Hegge

Allen E. Lee

Roben A. Heibult

Ronald H. Leech
Richard C. Levins

William R. Burge

Doris S. Eisele

Allen D. Heiden

Jerry R. Buri

Electrical Consulcants, Inc.

James A. and Sandra L. Hembd

Dallas G. and Janice M. Lien

Lynn D. Buri

Virgil and Georgan Ellerbruch

Roben A. Higgins

L. Orin Lindquist

from achievements of our
faculty and students.

Delvin D.

William G. Borghard

generous in their gifts

Richard B.

Dwyer

Duane D. Boice

David and LaVonne Kunz

ancy W. Haselhorst

Henry W. Callihan

Virgil A. Enke

Wallace J. Hoff

Dennis R. Little

Edward and Judy Cannon

Environmental Engineering Inc.

Tocld D. and Chaille R. Hofland

Donald C. and Cleo A.

David and Mary Christensen

Wayne A. Fiebick

Harold C. Hohbach

Lockwoocl
Jerome j. Lohr

•

• • • • • • • •

Yes,

•

• • • •

• • • • • • •

• •

• •

Vern D. Loken
Kenneth and Jonalyn Lorenz
William S. Lowe
Keith A. Lucke

wish to conr.ribute to the SDSU College of Engineering
through the Greater State Fund.
I

Sue E. Mabee
Harold I. MacDougal
David V. Mager

The College of Engineering appreciates the generosity of alumni and friends who have

Lyle and Melissa Mangen

made gifts to the College, and asks that you encourage others to contribute. All

Jim L. Mann

donations should be made payable to the Greater State Fund and designated for the

Thomas and Connie

College of Engineering. Mail to:

SDSU Foundation, Box

525,

Brookings, SD

McLaughlin

57007

Karen and Richard McComish
Duane L. McDonnel

Name

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Adel.re s
City

Phone

L__)

K. john McNellis
_
_
_
_
_
__-_
_

Glen D. Middleton
Gregory D. and Karen ]. Miller

----

------

Present employment

State

_____

Z ip

Harvey and Midge Mills
Harlow and Carol Miner

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Valerie M. Minor
Dennis and Hazel Moe

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Amount of Gift Enclosed $

Kevin L. Moe
Richard J. Monhardt

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Paul E. Moriany
Anthony M. Mueller

Contribution preference

------

( i . e., research, scholarships, etc.)
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Emmeu B. Myhre
James G.

achtigal

,

,.
-

...>

�

I VIJ

Gary and Janet

Ronald C. Soren

el en

David R. 1 elson

Leo R. 'oukup

Dean C.

elson

Loren

Allan F.

ereirn

Peter

\YI.

�lark

eyhart

Gordon D.

iva and

usan L. Lahr

and 'usan J. Steenson
tern-Momagn)'

T.

Sternhagen

Dale M.

tcven;

Laura A. Stoltz

Glenn 'ordrnark
onhern

�I.

Francb

tates Po\\'er Company

Lois

�I.

and Noel E.

11.

Duane

teven F. Oakland
Joseph E. Ohr

Helen

George

Richard A. Svanda

. Olsen

Delben L. Olson

La Dell

·

undMrom

and Phy Iii

Gordon \YI. and Dorothy M. Olson

Thoma'

Otter Tail Power Company

Loyl R. and llelen

Harvey M. and Doris A. Owren
P

&

L.

john F. Paradise

L.

Vernon

Steven G. Turner

tanley P. Peterson

!:>colt D.

I. Peterson

Roy E. Van Orman

Pollmann

Charles and Donna Vaselaar

Richard and Vickie Potter

James and Kathleen \'ellenga
Charles G. Voelker

David H. Pratt
hirley A. and

teven J. Quail

Randy E. Rath

john

. Voelsch

Jo eph P. Vogel

and Katherine K. Rau

Conrad

L.
L.

\Y/aby

Roben G. Raymond

Charle;

Drew Reckmeyer

Stuan A. Wahl trom

Tim

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ward Waltz

. and Mary K. Reed

Thoma

11.

- '{J. -

!rich

A.J. \'an Dierendonck

john J. Piepgras

\YI.

Trimble

Donald A. Ufford

Terrence C. Peterson

Mark

Thelen

Arthur D. Trautman

Marvin and Carolyn Petersen

L.

L.

. TI1omas

harles and Karon Tihrum

Virgil A. Paulson

Daniel

$widen

and Susan

Patrick A. Tobin

M Steel Co.

Wayne

traunoen

•

Stuerman

Waggoner

Write Me A Poem,
Ernie/

Denni; L. \Y/angsness

Reiners

Guy F. Rhoades

Carla B. Warfield

Thomas and Ann Riebel

Thomas L. Wea1·er

Fred and Ardyne Rittershaus

Gayla D. Weber

Dwayne and Helen Rollag

Krista K. Wenzel

Larry G. Rowe

Diane M. � ilab)'

L. Buckley, Fo rmer Dean of the Col lege of

Gerald and Angeline Ruden

Archie D. and Ethel H. Wilcox

Dale C. Ryman

James C. and Doniese M. \X'ilcox

Engi nee ring

•.

D. Engineering ociety, 1 E Chapter

James P.

William Woodworth

Vernon and Ruth . chaefer
Douglas

\YI.

Gerald J.

chindel

people, if you l i ke to smile, if you p refer
worth a poe m ."

john G. Schnee

Professor John Miller

chrag

Professor of History, SDSU

Joe H. S hricker
Donald H.

"Read this book if you l i ke to meet real
beauty to u g l i ness, if you t h i n k affirmation i s

chmidt

Ronald D. 'chmidt
Rohen J.

Charles J. Wondra
Greg A. and Edna M. Woodwonh

amis

Dr. Duane E. Sander

Poems and sketches by the l ate D r. E rnest

chroeder

Richard J. and Rejean chuhe
Loren chweigen

Proceeds from the sale of the book go to

Ali and

the Ernest L. Buckley Scholarsh i p F u n d .

Lynn G .

alwa

eppala

Timothy D.
Paul

elim

Cost o f t h e book is

erlet

$1 5

( i nc l u d i ng S & H ) .

. Sever on

Marjorie and George

•

exton

22 1 9,
605-688-4 1 62 .

Gary M. Shute

For ordering i nformation, contact Barb Dye r,

Daryl J. Siebens

at the College of Engi neeri n g , Box

Arden and Lavonne
Betty j.

Richard C.
Sioux Valley
Mark A.

igl

Brookings, SD

imon
innett
ME - Chapter

ippel

Ernest R. and Jane M.
Karen G. Smith

mith

386

57007;

or call

Phonathon

February 8-1 3

Listen for our call!

D i sti ngu ished E n g i neers Banquet
February 20
Sen ior Design Conference
Apri l 1 4
E n g i neeri ng Expo &
I nventors Congress
April 24
E n g i neeri n g Job Fa i r

On the road with IAP, M ike Teeman, M i ke Twedt,

October 22

Nathan Holden, Colin Gaalswyk, and Kurt
Bassett, conduct an energy assessment at a
major business in New U l m , M i nnesota.
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